
LotNo Description Hammer

1 London County Council Tramways fold-out LEAFLET ''How to Get There by Electric Car'' detailing cheap return fares to University Colleges, Polytechnics etc with list of service numbers & routes. Pencilled date 8/13 on cover believed correct. Two small fold-tears and some age-spotting. [1]£48

2 Early 1900s PUNCH TICKETS from the New London & Suburban Omnibus Co's Surbiton-Molesey service (2) and the London Motor Omnibus Co's (Vanguard Services) Tufnell Park-Barnes service, the latter with trace of a stamp hinge on reverse. [3]£35

3 London Underground postcard MAP from 1908 printed by Waterlow & Sons Ltd. According to ''No Need to Ask'', published by Capital Transport, this was the first use of the UndergrounD 'logo'. These postcards were available to advertisers and this one promotes Farrow's Bank on the reverse. It is unused, postcard-wise, and in good condition with a knock to the top-left corner and a little ageing on the reverse. [1]Res

4 1929 London Underground double-royal POSTER ''See them in London's Country - Travel by Underground'' by Dorothy Mullock (1888-1973) featuring colourful and detailed illustrations of wild flowers. Printed by Adams Bros & Shardlow with print-code 7 1500 1-1-29. Some edge-scuffs, small tears at top and bottom edges, corner pin-holes and minor age-spotting in a couple of places but generally a good example. Unmounted. [1]£160

5 WW2 large card air-raid shelter TICKET for Holborn (Kingsway) Underground Station dated April 1944 and issued by the ARP Controller for the Metropolitan Borough of Holborn. In used condition with some creasing and stains and a trace of adhesive on the reverse edge but still reasonable. [1]£50

6 London Transport BOOKLET inside linen-card covers ''CONDITIONS OF ISSUE OF PASSENGER TICKETS - GENERAL NOTICES AND REGULATIONS - BUSES AND COACHES''. July 1937 issue (the larger, pre-war size) of the booklets that once hung on a chain in the saloon of every LT bus and coach. Includes rules for passenger behaviour! Unused copy in excellent condition apart from corroded staples. [1]£20

7 The ''District'' MAP of Greater London & Environs from 1902. First edition of this short-lived series of District Railway maps which ran until 1908. Large-scale map folded into soft covers. Covers are worn and map has a number of splits and tears, including one complete separation. [1]£50

8 London Transport (Central Road Services) BOOKLET Allocation of Scheduled Buses & Trolleybuses - No 15, commencing 13th May 1959. Allocations to routes and garages/depôts. Numbered on front, staples corroded, usual official amendments made plus a separate set of amendments (no. 6). [2]£25

9 Selection of ''Pennyfare'' MAGAZINES - the pre-WW2 London Transport magazine. 24 copies dated between March 1935 and June 1939. Condition varies from very worn to very good. [24]£38

10 London Underground Metropolitan Line TIMETABLE ''covering services operated by the Metropolitan Line and also the Metro. and Great Central Joint Committee''. This is the elusive Issue No 5 (1st January 1935) which has not been recorded before and is the missing edition in the reference guides to these publications. In very good condition, staples lightly corroded. [1]£50

11 Set of London Transport ''Gibson'' ticket machine ROLLS printed for use on the carpeted, silver-liveried Routemasters during the Queen's Silver Jubilee celebration in 1977 and with sponsors' advertising on reverse. 24 different advertisers ranging from Abbey National to Winfield plus one roll with generic Jubilee reverse for use on the un-sponsored buses. Rolls are unused and as new. [25]£75

12 London Transport instruction LEAFLETS given to bus drivers during WW2 regarding parking of the last buses returning to garages. Some buses were parked in nearby streets ('night parks') to as to reduce possible losses in the event of the garage being bombed overnight. Leaflets are small maps showing the driver the route to take to the night park and reminding him to lock the steering wheel. This set is for Barking, Croydon, Dalston, Elmers End, Enfield, Holloway, Putney, Seven Kings and Shpeherds Bush garages, all dated 1942. Exceptionally rare survivors in excellent condition. See also Lot 253. [12]£40

13 Extract page from Underground Group archive for 1916 with official file copies of London General BUS TIMETABLES for routes 81 (July 1916), 84 (Jan 1916), 79 (Nov 1916), 107A (July 1916) plus alteration leaflet for route 10B dated July 10 1916. Card timetable leaflets have been double-mounted on linen, so as to show both sides, together wth a record slip showing printer, quantity issued, date etc. It is not believed that these WW1 era LGOC route timetables have been offered at auction before. Some fraying to the linen and a little darkening to the leaflets in places but generally good. [1 item with 5 attachments]£110

14 London Underground chrome uniform BUTTONS of the pre-London Transport type, probably WW1-1920s vintage. Two different sizes. [17]£20

15 Green Line Coaches Ltd - TRAFFIC CIRCULARS Nos 1-4 dated December 1930 to January 1931. The very first circulars from the new company, 40 pages in total. Apart from rusted staples, which have been either removed or replaced, in good condition. [4]£25

16 WW1-era LGOC driver/conductor items comprising a Rules and Regulations MANUAL dated 1st March 1914 and approved by Managing Director A H Stanley, later to become Lord Ashfield and a Rules BOOKLET of the LGOC's Employees Death Levy, Distress and Sick Friendly Society from 1915. Both in used but good condition, owner's name and date pencilled in the latter. [2]£20

17 West Ham Corporation Tramways CAP BADGE issued to tram drivers and conductors in the pre-London Transport era, probably WW1-1920s era. Made by J R Gaunt, London, it's made of brass with blue enamel inlays and features the Corporation coat of arms. In very good condition. [1]Res

18 London Transport Operating Department, Trams and Trolleybuses TRAM DRIVERS' HANDBOOK dated January 1937, believed to be the first issue in LPTB rather than LCC style. 62pp booklet inside linen-card covers. In lightly-used, good condition with no markings. [1]£20

19 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line Coach service 725 to Croydon, Hampton Court, Windsor. The 725 was the first Green Line orbital route and ran from Gravesend to Windsor. This plate may well have been posted on a stop in Bromley. In good, ex-stop condition, the small blemish was made during the manufacturing process. [1]£150

20 LPTB Green Line MAP OF DAILY COACH SERVICES - 1933. One of the early editions of the Green Line map with reference 1697-10,000-30-6-33. In lightly-used condition with a vertical crease, pin-hole and slight foxing. [1]£20

21 London General 1920s bus stop timetable panel POSTERS for route 84 Golders Green Station-St Albans and for route 95 Hounslow Garage-Hayes, dated June 1924 and January 1925 respectively. Double-sided, approx A4 size with a few nicks at the edges but otherwise in  good condition. [2]£20

22 Bodybuilder's PLATE from a 1952/3 4RF4-type, deck-and-a-half airport coach, one of just 65 designed and operated by London Transport on behalf of British European Airways. The metal plate is in standard LT style with the addition of an AEC triangle and the substitution of 'BEA' for 'London Transport'. In ex-vehicle condition. [1]£350

23 ''Pyrene'' brass fire extinguisher marked 'LPTB' as fitted inside drivers' cabs of LT buses from 1933 to 1947. In good, ex-vehicle condition with one or two dents and dings. [1]£20

24 London Transport Routemaster BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RML2337. This green 'Country Area' Routemaster entered service at Northfleet garage in 1965 and remained there for the whole of its service life, retaining its original identity throughout. It was withdrawn and stored from 1975, being purchased back from London Country by LT in 1977 but was scrapped for spare parts in 1978. The plate was obtained from a Yorkshire scrapyard that year. In ex-vehicle condition. [1]Res

25 London Transport LOCAL ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Redhill, Reigate and District dated January 1948 from a series which ran from 1937-1959. In good condition but has two numbers written/stamped on the front. [1]£40

26 London Underground Electric Railways 1907 advertising CARD with MAP, one of a series featuring different stations, in this case Highgate with an illustration of a Charing Cross, Euston & Hampstead Rly train. The card opens into 3 parts by lifting the train to reveal more of the station, including posters. It opens out to show fares, journey times and season-ticket rates. The reverse of the card has a small map of the Underground. Very good condition. [1]£325

27 London Bus Driver's and Conductor's PSV LICENCE BADGES. Metropolitan Traffic Area badges N53683 and N85025, believed to have first been issued in the 1950s. Both in good condition, horseshoe fittings on reverse. [2]£65

28 London Transport bronze INSET PLATE ''London Transport - Private Property'' used to mark the boundary of LT property on garage and Underground station forecourts etc. Retains the concrete infill and is in very good condition. [1]£55

29 London Transport BUS STOP FLAG for bus and Red Arrow services dating from the early 1970s. Double-sided, hollow 'boat' type, enamel on steel. In fair condition with some rusty chips and scratches. The runners for the route number-plates have been removed. [1]£20

30 London Transport enamel RADIATOR PLATE from a Central Area red STL-class AEC Regent. Vendor advises that this was removed from a scrap vehicle at Daniels scrapyard, Rainham in 1950. The enamel is noticeably thicker than on the post-war versions of this plate as fitted to the RT class. Minor chipping around the screw-holes, otherwise excellent. (See also Lots 131, 172, 248 and 487 for other STL items) [1]Res

31 Quantity of London Transport Central Area GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES of the type used in the 1960s/70s to cover temporary loans of buses from one garage to another. Mainly aluminium plates, three plastic type noted. In ex-vehicle condition. [20]£28

32 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 177, 180, 198, 229, 272 - Queue other side for 99''. This would have been on a bus stop in Woolwich. In good condition, some edge-chip repairs. [1]£75

33 London Transport Tramways FARECHART for ex-MET route 21 from Holborn to North Finchley/Barnet. Printed 1933, probably the first LT issue and still in the MET-style format. A smaller-size chart produced to fit the 'Feltham' tramcars. Horizontal fold-creases and a very small loss on the right-hand edge but generally good. [1]£56

34 London Transport UNDERGROUND TIMETABLE 1939 Number 1. 268pp booklet covering all Underground lines for May 1 - July 2 1939. This was the last edition before issues were suspended for WW2. Good, unmarked condition with a small crease to the cover and a little age-spotting in places. [1]£20

35 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 207 destinated Uxbridge. The 207 is a very longstanding route, having originated as tram route 7 from Shpeherds Bush to Uxbridge, later trolleybus 607 and, since 1960, the 207. The western terminus is no longer Uxbridge but this plate comes from the original route and was probably situated at Shepherds Bush Green. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£130

36 1919 London Underground LEAFLET ''SEA, FOREST AND MEADOWLAND BY T.O.T'' (Train, Omnibus, Tram). Fold-out leaflet of Country Motor-bus Routes with Underground Connections and trips by District Railway for August Bank Holiday 1919. Cover has pictures of Southend by District Railway and Epping Forest by Motor-bus. Well used with a rough top edge and annotated on front. [1]£20

37 London United Tramways Fares and Stages BOOKLET for Acton, Hanwell & Hounslow Depôts dated January 1st, 1923 and issued to tram conductors as a guide to fares, stages, workpeople's and children's fares. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very reasonable condition. Not seen at auction before. See Lot 195 for the equivalent issue for Fulwell Depôt. [1]£42

38 London Transport 1956 BUS ROUTE TIMETABLE LEAFLETS for new route 192 from June 27, new timetable for route 235 from March 21, Express buses on route 406 from May 16 and new route 807 from October 17. All in good to very good condition. [4]£25

39 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from AEC Regent RT717 which entered service as a 'roofbox' RT at Catford garage in 1948, the last bus to carry this number being withdrawn from Clapton in 1970. The bonnet plate was obtained at Wombwell scrapyard in that year. Good, ex-vehicle condition.[1]Res

40 Original 1934 London Transport POSTER by Anna Zinkeisen (1901-76) promoting the Aldershot Tattoo ''Go by Private Bus''. Size 12 1/2'' x 10 1/2'' (32cm x 26cm) as pasted to glass vestibules in Underground carriages. Mounted on linen, some professional restoration at top corners, light stains in top-right quarter and minor edge-creasing but overall a good example. [1]Res

41 London Transport TIMETABLE of Trams & Trolleybuses in operation on and from Wednesday, October 19, 1949. 96pp booklet ''For the information of London Transport Officials''. In excellent condition with official's signature on front. [1]£70

42 London Transport Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 4 October 1933 for routes A, B and E/F (2 versions). Creases to one, small name-stamps on two, otherwise good. See also Lots 107, 166, 230, 308, 376. [4]£42

43 Tax disc and PSV LICENCE-HOLDER from London Transport AEC Regent RT3842 (LLU 641) containing the vehicle's last PSV disc (expiry 27.8.71) and tax disc (expiry Apr 71). The bus was withdrawn at Battersea Garage upon tax disc expiry and sent for scrap in July 1971. Ex-vehicle condition. [1]£55

44 London Transport (Country Buses & Coaches) bound volume 6 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 217 to 242, 1st January to 31st December 1939. Includes those circulars covering the outbreak of WW2. Official bound edition with index. Some wear to covers, contents very good. [1]£40

45 London Transport ''Tramways'' Tram to Trolleybus fold-out LEAFLET dated 1935 for the conversion of tram route 7 to trolleybus routes 654. In excellent condition.£25

46 London General Omnibus Company double-sided LEAFLET of Football dated 1 February 1913 with routes and fares to the grounds of Chelsea, Woolwich Arsenal, Clapton Orient etc etc. A very early example of publicity designed to encourage leisure travel. In used condition, folded, with date stamp on one side. (See Lots 378 & 440 for others in this series) [1]£20

47 Book of 1d TICKETS issued by the Great Eastern London Motor Omnibus Company Ltd at a discount of 14 for the price of 12. Estimated date 1908-1910. An early form of prepaid ticket. All 14 tickets are still present in the stapled booklet. The cover is creased and the staple corroded but the tickets are in very good condition. [1]£20

48 LCC Trams pocket-size fold-out MAP AND GUIDE of the London County Council Tramways dated 1919 feauring an illustration of the River Thames on the cover. Minor partings at the fold-corners and traces of adhesive on the spine from where once inserted into a guidebook but generally very good. [1]£40

49 General and Associated Companies fold-out LEAFLET dated 14th May, 1923 ''Personally Conducted Seeing London Tours by Motor-coach''. Believed to the the origins of today's London sightseeing tours. Photo of open top buses at Piccadilly Circus on cover. Two tours outlined in great detail inside. In excellent condition. [1]£20

50 London Transport Divisional Mechanical Inspector's CAP BADGE issued in the early 1960s to the staff responsible for driving standards on London buses. A special design of badge for this group of around 15-20 staff. It is made of gold-coloured base metal with blue and white enamel infills. In very good condition. [1]Res

51 London General POSTER TIMETABLE dated July 1920 for route 136 from Bromley to Westerham. A large-scale timetable for posting at termini, bus shelters etc. In fragile condition with weak folds and some edge losses but a scarce survivor. Also a large timetable slip for route 410 from Bromley to Reigate, undated but 1920s/30s style. [2]£23

52 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 132 destinated Eltham via Crook Log. This comes from when this route ran as a circular service from Eltham to Bexleyheath and back, running in both directions and this plate may well have been situated in Bexley or Bexleyheath to advise passengers of the quicker way. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£160

53 London horse-bus driver's BADGE, also known as a 'TICKET' as issued from 1838 to 1850, the first type of official badge under the regulations made by Parliament in 1838. A double-sided enamelled badge numbered 21,059, white on chocolate background, and carrying the words ''Stage Driver''. Chips around the edges but in unusually good condition and an extremely scarce survivor. [1]£150

54 London Transport 1937 fold-out, card LEAFLET ''Procession of the Seasons - a series of advertisements drawn by Feliks Topolski [1907-1989] and published by London Transport and reprinted from the evening newspapers''. Opens out to 14 panels with 12 illustrations of different characters, all promoting the use of Underground and Green Line season tickets. In very good condition other than some edge-staining on rear cover. [1]£25

55 Early named-stage PUNCH-TYPE TICKETS from the North Metropolitan Tramways Company: brick-red 1d and 4 different 2d issues. Reasonable condition, a little grubbiness, creasing in places. [5]£20

56 LCC Tramways fold-out card LEAFLET ''Cricket Fixtures'' for the 1929 season giving fixtures for Surrey, MCC and Essex plus travel directions by tram, including a map of tramways to the Oval. Leaflet promotes the 1/- all-day ticket, transfer facilities, summer outings etc. In very good condition. [1]£20



57 1936 London Transport Green Line BROCHURE promoting leisure travel to London for shopping, sightseeing, theatre and cinema. Folds out to 12 panels with map of routes K1/K2 from Horsham/Dorking incl Country Bus routes, map of central London, various illustrations and a magnificent cover picture of a T-type Green Line coach, artist unknown. In used condition with some fold-partings but still very reasonable. A scarce item.£60

58 Selection of London Transport AEC Regent lowbridge RLH-class TAX DISCS for vehicles RLH5 (GF), RLH6 (MA), RLH13 (WY), RLH25 (GF), RLH35 (GF), RLH38 (MA), RLH40 (GD), RLH44 (MA), RLH45 (GD), RLH47 (GF), RLH50 (GD) and RLH51 (MA). All for the 1961 year and with vehicle stock no, eg RLH5 B and garage code on reverse. Ex-vehicle condition. [12]£50

59 London General Omnibus Company c1919 MOTOR-BUS GUIDES ''The Sights of London'' - 1a Public Buildings and 2a Entertainment and Shopping. Fold-out leaflets issued after WW1 to encourage use of the buses for leisure activities. In very good condition. [2]£20

60 Quantity of District Railway, Metropolitan Railway, CLR & LER Underground CARD TICKETS mainly early 1900s-c1930. Earliest noted is 1899. Generally good, a few with adhesive on backs. [25]£25

61 London's Underground ''ENGAGEMENTS 1925'',  a hard-bound desk calendar given to the Combine's advertising customers. Contains a tear-off pad with a page for each week's appointments, each headed with a fact about London's transport, and a folder containing a 1924, large-scale Underground map and a list of General bus routes. A wonderful item in completely unused condition, almost as new except for some signs of ageing. [1]£60

62 Small, pocket-sized OFFICIAL TIMETABLE of the Amersham & District Motor Bus & Haulage Co Ltd commencing February 8th, 1932. A 56-page booklet in very good condition. [1]£40

63 London General Omnibus Company TRAFFIC NOTICE No 17 in operation from Sunday June 20th and Monday June 21st, 1915. A complete list of all LGOC services in operation at this stage of WW1 with times of first & last buses, running times, through fares, operating garages etc. This is the earliest recorded issue of the full summary of services. Printed on the poor-quality pink paper sometimes used during WW1 and somewhat fragile with loose pages but an amazing survivor. SEE ALSO LOT NO 325[1]£30

64 Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton Railway pocket MAP ''Travel to and from the theatres by London's latest tube''. Undated but 1906 or 1907. A map of the West End with theatres and tube lines shown. Reverse has theatre and travel infomation. Lightly used with one edge-nick but otherwise good. [1]£140

65 Pair of London Transport Country Bus & Coach GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for LUTON (LS) garage as used 1930s-1960s. Luton garage was opened by Strawhatter Coaches in 1928, passed to LT in 1934 and finally closed in 1977. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£25

66 West Ham Corporation Tramways RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR EMPLOYEES, BYE-LAWS ETC. 86pp handbook dated August 1919. In used condition with some small stains, owner's name inside rear cover. [1]£40

67 London General Country Services ENAMEL PLATE from the short period (1932-33) when this company existed as the country services of the General before being absorbed into London Transport. This is likely to have been a header plate for a timetable panel. Vendor was advised that it survived on a wall in Watford for over 40 years and there is corrosion loss at one end. A previous owner began to cut off the damaged piece but did not complete this. Despite this damage and another edge-chip, this is an amazing survivor and no enamelware for this company has been noted at auction before. [1]£150

68 London Transport Ambulance Centre LAPEL BADGES issued for long service, comprising the 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 year badges, believed to be the complete set. Made of chromed metal with colourful enamel inlays, a different colour for each badge, and incorporating the St John Ambulance motif. [8]£32

69 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line Coach service 724 Express to Romford. The 724 was (and still is) an orbital service, originally between Romford and High Wycombe, later extended to Heathrow Airport and Staines. LT allocated blue, rather than green, e-plates to signify an express service. This plate was from the eastern end, perhaps at Harlow or Epping. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£130

70 c1925 District Railway ''MAP of routes serving Kew'' aka ''The District Railway Miniature Map of London and Environs - 9th edition'', the 8th having been way back in 1908. Despite the DR having been part of the Underground Group since 1902, its own maps were curiously re-issued, barely updated, in the 1919-1925 period, in this case to promote travel to Kew Gardens, pictures of which are on the reverse. Excellent condition - barely used. [1]£55

71 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 19, 39, 170 - Queue other side for 45, 49''. This would have been on a bus stop in Battersea. Some top-edge chip repairs, otherwise good. [1]£75

72 London Transport TIMETABLE of Country Area Buses (Western Area) in operation on and from Wednesday, October 12th, 1938. 96pp booklet ''For the information of London Transport Officials''. In excellent condition with trace of removed official's name on front. [1]£60

73 London General Omnibus Company MAP & GUIDE dated January 1913 from the first series of London bus maps which ran from 1911-1914. In unusually good condition, no marks, tears or deterioration other than a small parting at a fold-corner. One edge is irregular and it has some light creases where it may have once been re-folded, suggesting it may have been well conserved in a guidebook. [1]£70

74 Original 1954 London Transport POSTER by Betty Swanwick RA (1915-1989) who designed posters for LT from 1939-1954. This colourful poster promoted LT's guidebook 'Visitor's London'. Mounted on linen, this double-royal poster is in excellent condition with just a little professional repair to the corners before mounting. [1]Res

75 Official Metropolitan Railway Company POSTCARDS from their 1912 geographical series comprising Willesden Green to Chorley Wood (also Uxbridge), Harrow to Chesham and Great Missenden to Aylesbury - MET-032, 033 & 035 respectively in the reference work by Alsop. In good, unused condition, light foxing on 033. [3]£28

76 Original London Transport double-royal POSTER ''Harvests'' by Anthony Rossiter (1926-2000) who designed a number for LT between 1955 and 1974. The poster dates from 1965 (designed in 1964) and promotes Green Rover tickets for unlimited travel on London's country buses. Unmounted and in good condition other than a damp-stain in the bottom l/h corner. [1]Res

77 London United Electric Tramways ''SOUVENIR OF THE INAUGURATION OF THE COMPANY'S ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS'' from 1901. A large, 41pp soft-cover BOOK printed on high-quality paper with chapters on the history of the system, the power generation and the inaugural ceremony . Lavishly illustrated with photographs, mostly full-plate, of the trams in service, the depot and the opening day. Some wear to the covers, which are starting to part at the spine, but overall very good. [1]£70

78 London Transport Underground PLATFORM TICKETS with 'One Penny' values issued in the mid-1950s from a variety of stations. All different and in good condition. [12]£50

79 LCC Tramways fold-out LEAFLET promoting travel by tram to the Thames at Hammersmith & Putney. Cover illustration of Putney Bridge and Fulham Church is a contemporary LCC poster by the Ralph & Brown studios. In lightly used condition, one horizontal fold and scuff damage to the top r/h edge. [1]£48

80 London Underground Group LEAFLET ''Bank Holiday - Where to go by Train, Tram and Motor Bus - August 1925'' with cover design by Horace Taylor (1881-1934) who produced artwork for the Underground 1924-26. Stapled leaflet with original corroded staple replaced, otherwise very good condition. [1]Res

81 London Transport (Country Buses & Coaches) bound volume 34 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 103 to 128, 1st January to 31st December 1967. Official bound edition with index. Excellent condition. [1]£35

82 London Transport COMPLETE ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Watford, Rickmansworth and District dated July 1937, issue 7 from a series which ran from Jan 1937 until no 227 in Oct 1957. In well-used condition with slight trace of an annotation on the bar of the cover bullseye and lightly corroded staples. [1]£40

83 London General Omnibus Company, Limited RULES & REGULATIONS FOR OPERATING EMPLOYEES. 98pp handbook inside hard covers, the September 1st, 1927 edition. Has photos of jacking up an S-type bus and fold-out diagrams and photos of hand signals and mechanical parts and bodies of K, S and NS types. In superb, unmarked condition, an exceptional example, probably unused. [1]£75

84 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 191 Garage Journeys to Tramway Avenue. Running from Chingford to Enfield, certain journeys on the route were diverted to Edmonton garage, the address of which was Tramway Avenue which dated back to its origins as a tram, then trolleybus depot. In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£150

85 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated March 4, 1959 for stage 1 of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 654, 696 and 698 out of Carshalton and Bexleyheath depôts. In lightly-used condition. [2]£16

86 Metropolitan Electric Tramways Fares and Stages BOOKLET for Edmonton Depôt dated January 1st, 1923 and issued to tram conductors as a guide to fares, stages, workpeople's and children's fares. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very reasonable condition. Not seen at auction before. See Lots 245 and 495 for the equivalent issues for Finchley and Wood Green Depôts. [1]£42

87 London General Omnibus Company 1920 LEAFLET ''LIST OF MOTOR-BUS ROUTES - Services working during week Sept. 15 to Sept 21.'' Issue no. 36, 1920. Indented line on cover, otherwise in very good condition. [1]£75

88 London Underground Circle Line 1950s/60s ENAMEL FRIEZE PLATE from a station on the northern section shared with the Metropolitan Line, whose colour appears on the lower edge. In excellent condition, just a couple of small edge chips. [1]£100

89 Selection of LCC Tramways 1920s 2d Cheap Fare PUNCH TICKETS from a variety of route groups - all different. Generally good condition. [12]£20

90 London Transport Routemaster BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE and front REGISTRATION PLATE from RM67. The original bus with this number entered service on trolleybus replacement at Poplar in 1959 and the last RM67 was withdrawn at Walworth in 1985. These items were obtained at a Yorkshire scrapyard that year. [2]£75

91 London General Omnibus Company LEAFLETS for Conducted Whole-day, Afternoon and Half-day Motor-coach Tours for Season 1923. High-quality, illustrated fold-out brochures. In excellent condition. [3]£30

92 London Underground GUIDE TO TRAVEL - THROUGH SERVICE Sth Harrow and the West End dated November 1932. Card booklet with fold-out UNDERGROUND MAP of Central London. Some darkening to cover but still good, map is excellent. [1]£50

93 London United Tramways TIMETABLE PANEL POSTER dated October 1st, 1924 ufn for ''high speed service'' routes 7, 7A, 7C and 89 with Underground Group ''Tramways'' logo at top. Light wear to edges, folded once but overall in very good condition. [1]£50

94 London Transport ENAMEL SIGN ''Buses Passes - All Enquiries'' together with the London Buses pre-privatisation roundel and the 'hops' logo of Selkent Operating District. This would have been displayed at one of the garages in Selkent District in the 1980s until removed upon purchase by Stagecoach in 1994. In very good condition with a full shine and just one or two edge chips. A late example of a typical, traditional LT sign. [1]£50

95 London Transport Tramways FARECHART for ex-Croydon Corporation route 2 from Thornton Heath to Croydon. This is dated January 1934 and is possibly the first or second LT issue but is in a much larger size than the standard LCC one in order to fit the panel on the ex-Croydon car. Some folds/creases and foxing but very reasonable. [1]Res

96 London Transport TIMETABLE of Central Area Buses, Trams & Trolleybuses and Green Line Coaches in operation on and from Sunday, January 6, 1952. 466pp booklet ''For the information of London Transport Officials'', known as the inspectors' 'Red Book'. In very good condition with faint trace of removed label on front. [1]£55

97 Metropolitan Railway LONG SERVICE MEDALS comprising the 20, 25, 30, 40, 45 and 50 year badges. Gold-coloured base metal with elaborate and colourful enamel inlays featuring the Met's coat of arms. Each has the employee's name engraved on the reverse and all in very good condition. [6]£90

98 1925 London Underground double-royal POSTER ''Winter Sales. Where to Shop'' with map of West End shopping area. Print-code 1758-1,000-24-12.25 and printed by Waterlow & Sons. Poor condition with edge and corner losses, some tears, a light horizontal crease and age-darkening. [1]£25

99 London General Omnibus Company pocket-sized ''MAPS OF THE LONDON GENERAL BUS ROUTES'' issues 5/6, 7, 8 & 10 from 1925. Good condition, lightly used, some age-spotting, 3 have small stamp on covers. [4]£20

100 London General Omnibus Company pocket-sized ''MAPS OF GENERAL ROUTES'' issues 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11/12 from 1929. Good condition, lightly used, some age-spotting, all have small stamp on covers. [5]£20

101 London General Omnibus Company pocket-sized ''MAPS OF GENERAL ROUTES'' issues 4, 6, 7, 8 & 9 from 1932. Good condition, lightly used, 3 have small stamp on covers. [5]£22

102 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line service 711 to Uxbridge, Beaconsfield, High Wycombe. Route 711 ran from Reigate in the south, so this plate quite likely was situated at Ealing or Shepherds Bush. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]Res

103 Pair of London Transport Trolleybus DEPOT ALLOCATION PLATES for COLINDALE (CE) depôt as used 1950-62. Carshalton depôt was opened by MET as Hendon tram depôt in 1904, was converted to trolleybuses in 1936 and closed in 1962. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£50

104 Pocket-size OFFICIAL TIME TABLES AND FARE CHARTS booklet for the Penn Bus Co Ltd of High Wycombe dated January 1st, 1933. 16pp booklet inside card covers in very good condition. The staple has corroded and there are three small pencil marks in the index.£30

105 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 6 - Queue other side for 8''. This would have been on a bus stop situated between the City and Oxford Street. Some chip repairs but very reasonable. [1]Res

106 London Tram & Trolleybus Conductor's METROPOLITAN STAGE CARRIAGE BADGE, equivalent to a PSV licence badge and issued from 1935 onwards for electric traction. A 'Metrovick Traffolyte' badge with horseshoe fitting and in very good, used condition. [1]£500

107 London Transport Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 4 October 1933 for routes AF, G, H/AH and I. All good. See also Lots 42, 166, 230, 308, 376. [4]£20

108 Metropolitan Electric Tramways - Middlesex and Hertfordshire Light Railways c1910 pocket MAP OF ROUTES AND PARTICULARS OF SERVICES. The only known public issue from the MeT. Small scuff to cover, cover edges are worn and a small edge-loss to map but very reasonable overall. A very scarce map. [1]£260

109 1913 (12.6.13) Underground Group publicity LEAFLET which folds out to 8 double-sided panels with miniature colour reproductions of contemporary travel posters exhorting travel by Underground, bus and tram to leisure destinations such as Hampton Court, Chingford Mount, Windsor, Maidenhead, St Albans etc with travel details, fares etc. Very high quality for period. Some wear but very reasonable. [1]£50

110 LCC Tramways fold-out LEAFLET dated Sept 1927 ''London's Tramways to the West End'' with cover illustration from a contemporary LCCT poster by P Irwin Brown. Includes a map of theatreland and times of late-evening/night tram services. In lightly-used condition with some scuffing to top edge. [1]£18

111 c1928 London General Omnibus Company Private Hire BROCHURE with cover design by Ethel 'Bip' Pares (1904-1977) of a private hire coach in the countryside under a 'General' bullseye logo. 32pp brochure, undated but includes a 1927 photo of the LGOC's new 26-strong fleet of Daimler DE-class open-top coaches. Detachable enquiry postcard inside is present though part-detached. Lightly used with some wear. [1]£30

112 The ''Improved'' District Railway Map of London - first edition from 1879. Large paper map in linen covers, opens out to 30 panels in full colour with travel information, incl. locomotive headcodes, on the reverse. Shows the Turnham Green to Richmond line open and the proposed extension to Putney Bridge, terminating on a pier in the Thames. Well used with some edge-loss and short fold-tears but very reasonable overall. [1]£400

113 1919 (10-11-19) London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for Virginia Water. Fold-out leaflet from the first series, a post-WW1 publicity exercise to encourage use of the buses for leisure. In very good condition. [1]Res



114 London United Tramways Limited BYE-LAWS AND REGULATIONS. 30pp handbook, the 1928 issue with additions up to 1933, the last being in respect of the introduction of trolleybuses. In good, lightly-used condition with the stamp of the company's instruction school on the front and inside. See also Lots 214 & 314 for the equivalent handbooks for the MET & SMET sister companies. [1]£28

115 Quantity of London Transport Underground, Central Bus and Country Bus MAPS from the 1950s-1960s. Condition varies from poor to good.  [quantity]£38

116 Special free return TICKET from Arnos Grove to Piccadilly and back in original ENVELOPE issued by the London Electric Railway Co to mark the opening of the extension of the Piccadilly Line to Arnos Grove on 19 September 1932 and valid on that date only. Ticket portions are unused and in excellent condition, the envelope shows signs of wear. [2]£30

117 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route W2 Mon-Fri Rush Hours Express. For the first 6 months of this route, from September 1968, the section from Alexandra Park to Finsbury Park ran as a rush-hour express serving only 3 intermediate stops which carried blue e-plates and this plate would have been from one of those stops. In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£40

118 London Transport TIMETABLE BOOKLET dated 2nd January 1952 ''Co-ordination of Road Passenger Transport Services in the Grays and Tilbury Districts''. Timetables and Diagrams of the revised routes following the takeover from Eastern National the previous September. Paper has darkened with age, spine is worn, staple is corroded. [1]£20

119 London Passenger Transport Board (Central Omnibus Section) TRAFFIC CIRCULARS Nos 1, 2 and 3 from July-August 1933, the very first circulars of the newly-formed London Transport. Nos 2 and 3 on poorer-quality paper are a bit fragile, no 1 is very good. [3]£25

120 London General Omnibus Company Ltd fold-out LEAFLET of Motor and Horse Routes dated September 1910 from the monthly series which ran from June 1910 to February 1911. Cover has illustration of early motor-bus and contents include details of motor services 1-24 and horse services 32-92. A scarce survivor in very good condition, just some light stains to covers. [1]£950

121 London Transport BUS TIMETABLE Country Area (South) for September 1937. 240pp booklet in good unmarked condition except for last page partially stuck to inside cover. [1]£56

122 South Metropolitan Electric Tramways and Lighting Company Fares and Stages BOOKLET dated January 1st, 1923 and issued to tram conductors as a guide to fares, stages, workpeople's and children's fares. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very reasonable condition. Not seen at auction before. [1]£30

123 ''General'' CAP BADGE as issued to London General Omnibus Company bus crews in the horse-bus era pre-1910. A large brass badge in good condition. [1]£300

124 Underground Group/London Transport LEAFLETS ''Where to go by Road & Rail'' (Easter 1933 - the last pre-LPTB issue) and ''Summer 1933 - Excursions, Sightseeing'' (with short-lived 'LPTB' logo). Both illustrated by Leonard Richmond (1889-1965) who produced much work for the GWR and SR but only these two plus one poster for LT. Both in very good condition. [2]£20

125 1907 MAP of the UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON. An early unified system map, one of only two known versions to have vertical text at the sides. Mentions the CCE&HR opening in June 1907. Reverse has advertisements for Gamages in Holborn. Small damp stains at bottom edge and scuffing to left-hand edge with 1 1/2'' (4cm) tear, otherwise very reasonable condition. [1]£260

126 London Transport Bus Conductor's SATCHEL/MONEY-BAG of the earlier type, 1950s and before, with the extra loop for a cancelling punch or clipper. The bag comes complete with the ticket-clipper (embossed 'London Transport') as well as the usual budget key for the conductor's locker, destination blind boxes etc. The bag is in well-used condition with considerable wear but still very reasonable. [1+ extras]£45

127 London Transport bus stop timetable panel POSTER ''SEE CORONATION LONDON'' advertising bus tours in May/June 1953 of the Coronation Route and Floodlit City & West End. South-Western Area edition. Light wear but good overall, folded once, with usual official punch-holes at top for fixing. [1]£25

128 Metropolitan Railway card CARD TICKETS largely from the 1890s-early 1900s comprising singles (incl first class), returns, return halves (incl Workman's, Walking Tour, Privilege, H M Forces in uniform examples). Mainly good condition. [37]£25

129 Metropolitan Electric, London United and South Metropolitan Electric Tramways c1913/14 ROUTE MAP AND GUIDE TO THE TRAMWAY SYSTEMS. No date or print-code but same style as Underground maps of this period. A couple of fold-partings, a small loss at one edge and some age-wear but very reasonable condition for this series which was printed on poor-quality paper. [1]£80

130 Selection of 1950s commercial ADVERTISING BROCHURES featuring illustrations of RF and RMC coaches and promoting Metro-Cammell-Weymann coachwork, G D Peters gliding door equipment and V.S. fully automatic control by Self-Changing Gears Ltd. All in good condition. [3]£28

131 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from AEC Regent STL1601 which entered service at Merton garage in 1936 and was withdrawn at Barking in 1952. The bonnet plate was obtained at North's scrapyard, Leeds in 1953. Ex-vehicle 'scrapyard' condition. (See also lots 30, 172, 248 and 487 for other STL items) [1]Res

132 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line service 708 to Watford, Hemel Hempstead, Fare Stage. Route 708 came up from East Grinstead and this plate would have been situated on the northern part, perhaps at Edgware. Green Line e-plates with the Fare Stage annotation are uncommon. In good, ex-stop condition, one light scratch. [1]£100

133 Set of London Underground enamel ''Look Out'' armbands comprising LPTB (1933-1947), LTE (1948-1962), LTB (1963-1969) and LT (subsequent) types, believed to be the complete set. All are complete with leather strap and in used condition, the earliest two having some enamel loss, the later ones being excellent. [4]£40

134 Pair of London Transport Country Bus & Coach GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for STAINES (ST) garage as used 1930s-1960s. Staines garage was opened by LT in 1936 and finally closed in 1996. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£40

135 London Transport 1933 MAP Underground Railways of London. An early Beck diagrammatic card map with print reference 33-2791. Some foxing spots to cover but otherwise good - crisp and firm. [1]£160

136 1962 London Underground double-royal poster ''VICTORIA LINE - NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION'' with the route of the line superimposed on a map and bullet points of all the advantages and features of the new line. Printed by the Baynard Press with code 862-2558M-2000. Some edge-scuffs, some light creasing and a small top surface lifting at the left-hand edge but otherwise a good example. [1]Res

137 London County Council Tramways RULES AND REGULATIONS for ROLLING STOCK BRANCH. 84pp handbook in hardcover. Undated but style suggests pre-1920, last amendment noted is 1924. In used condition but very reasonable overall. [1]£40

138 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE from the stop outside West Ham trolleybus depôt to signify the alighting point for passengers on trolleybuses returning to the depôt. West Ham became a bus garage in 1960 but it is believed that this sign was initially missed and not replaced for some time afterwards. Some well-executed repairs to face chips and still in very reasonable condition overall. [1]£150

139 Underground Group ''LONDON TRAFFIC NOTES & NEWS - GENERAL COUNTRY MOTOR-BUSES'' dated Aug-Sept, 1915. Fold-out LEAFLET with four double-sided panels of information about excursions by bus. In very good condition, just lightly used. [1]Res

140 Extract page from Underground Group archive for 1915 with official file copies of London General LEAFLETS ''To the Country by Motor-Bus'' (Summer 1915), ''Rambles in Epping Forest'' (May 1915) and ''Home! By Underground and Motorbus'' (May 1915). Leaflets have been double-mounted on linen, so as to show both sides, together wth a record slip showing printer, quantity issued, date etc. It is not believed that these WW1 era leaflets have been offered at auction before. Some fraying to the linen and a little darkening/minor loss to the leaflets in places but generally good. [1 item with 3 attachments]£60

141 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 26, 165, 193, 248, 250, 252, 370 - Queue other side for 247, 247A''. 26 refers to an EASTERN NATIONAL route and thus plate would have been on a bus stop in Romford. In very good condition. [1]£100

142 London Transport Country Buses Inspector's CAP BADGE with green enamelled bullseye supported by griffins. This is a 1960s issue with chrome-plated body. In excellent condition. [1]£60

143 London Corporation Tramways PUNCH TICKETS comprising 1d Bexley Council Tramways, 1/2d Ilford Council Tramways, Walthamstow Corporation Light Rlys 2 x 1d (different) & 2d service 57 plus 4d earlier un-numbered for same service (all the aforementioned are named stages) and West Ham Corporation Tramways 2 x 1d & 2d numbered stages. Generally good condition. [10]£25

144 LCC Tramways June 1929 BROCHURE ''Transfer Facilities and How to use them. Services North of the Thames''. Overprinted on cover with February 1930 notice re closure of Kingsway Subway for reconstruction. Stapled brochure in used but reasonable condition, one or two foxing marks and horizontal crease. (See Lot 356 for South of the Thames issue) [1]£20

145 London Transport Green Line Coach Services TIME TABLE dated 25-10-33, the first published edition. 84pp booklet in well-used condition with worn covers, dog-eared page corners, considerable staining and an annotated tape reinforcement to the spine. Nonetheless, a rarely-seen issue. [1]£40

146 London Underground August 1924 MAP of the Electric Railways of London ''Edgware Extension Railway''. Map shows British Empire Exhibition. In very good condition, light ageing to covers. [1]£160

147 London General Omnibus Company MAP & GUIDE TO OMNIBUS SERVICES dated June 1912 from the first series of London bus maps which ran from 1911-1914. An early issue with the illustration of the B-type bus on the cover. In unusually good condition, no marks, tears or deterioration other than a small parting at a fold-corner and a light horizontal crease.  [1]£60

148 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 55 to Walthamstow Garage, likely to have come from Walthamstow Central Station. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£70

149 London Transport COMPLETE ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Dartford, Erith and District dated October 1937, issue 10 from a series which ran from Jan 1937 until no 219 in May 1957. In good condition, stamped 'gratuitous copy' on the cover. [1]£65

150 London Transport Tramways FARE CHART for the All-Night Service between Victoria Embankment and Downham. Revised faretable in operation in and after June 11, 1939. This is a standard-size farechart for ex-LCC cars. Some horizontal creases where once folded but in good overall condition. [1]Res

151 London General Omnibus Company horse-bus TICKETS 1d values with named stages in ladder style, all different, incl Windsor to Liverpool St route, another marked 'Stables'. Generally good. [12]£20

152 Old-style LOG BOOKS for London Transport 1931 AEC Regal Green Line coach T294 - GH 8100 - later service vehicle 398W and 1931 AEC Renown 'Scooter' bus LT1085 - GO 7125. Both appear to be replacement log books issued towards the end of the vehicles' LT service. Used condition. [2]£20

153 WW1 ''Railway Service'' LAPEL BADGE ''Underground Railway'' issued to workers on the Underground during the First World War to signify that they were undertaking valuable work. Red, white and blue enamel on brass with the imperial crown. Very good condition. [1]£170

154 London Transport GIBSON TICKET MACHINE. This is a Country Area machine which, most unusually, has not been converted to decimal and prints in original shillings and pence. In working order and comes with box (strap buckle detached), harness, conductor's PSV badge, spare ticket rolls, emergency-ticket pack (Reigate Garage), large selection of coin bags and conductor's waybill board with various unused forms. [The complete package]£700

155 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated 15 April & 19 August, 1959 for stages 2 & 3 of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 555, 581, 677, 661, 663, 691 & 693 out of Clapton, Lea Bridge, Bow & Ilford depôts. In good condition. [2]£16

156 London Underground ESCALATOR POSTERS from the early 1970s comprising ''How to get there'', ''Visitor's London'' and ''The London Bus - two great new books''. Some nicks and stains but generally good. [3]Res

157 London Transport TIMETABLE BOOKLET ''Revised Bus Routes - Ware and Hertford District'' from 14th August 1935. 24pp booklet with map in centre pages. Very good condition. [1]£25

158 London Transport (Country Buses & Coaches) bound volume 26 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 286 to 311, 1st January to 31st December 1959. Official bound edition with index. Excellent condition. [1]£40

159 London Transport panel POSTERS for Football Excursions by Country Buses to Arsenal, Chelsea and Tottenham, issued in 1965 and 1966. Approx A4 size, designed for bus stop timetable panels and with the usual offical punch-holes at the top edge for fixing. One small edge-nick noted, otherwise excellent. [3]£35

160 1908 Great Northern and City Tube UNDERGROUND POCKET MAP for the unique, full-size tube line from Finsbury Park to Moorgate. The map itself is the standard London Electric Railways map with the green border, adapted on the reverse for the GNCR. Minor foxing to cover, otherwise in good condition. [1]£260

161 London Transport Central Area Bus Driver's or Conductor's CAP & BADGE. This is a 1960s summer-issue cap with the white plastic top and blue piping. In used but good condition, a little dusty. Size 6 3/4. [1]£30

162 c1922 Underground Group illustrated BROCHURE ''Some particulars about London's Underground'' with facts & figures about the combine, photos of station, signal cabin, generating station, street scene, bus-building at AEC Walthamstow, new S-type omnibus. Large-size brochure inside card cover. Cover worn but contents very good. A rarely-seen publication. [1]£32

163 Pair of London Transport Central Area GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for HACKNEY (H) garage as used 1930s-1960. Hackney garage was opened by LGOC in 1911 and finally closed in 1981, replaced by Ash Grove. In well-used condition. [2]£20

164 London Transport Bus Conductor Instructor's CAP BADGE as issued to senior bus conductors who trained novices. Blue and white enamel with turquoise infills, the 'instructing colour'. This is the first issue of this badge, dating from the late 1950s, manufacturer: Firmin. In very good condition. [1]£42

165 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 97 to Leyton (Downsell Road). Introduced in 1981 and running from Chingford Station to Leyton, this route was one of the last for which enamel e-plates were made and featured destinated versions at Walthamstow Central Station. The matching plate for the other direction is listed at LOT 229. In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£50

166 London Transport Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 4 October 1933 for routes J, K, AK and L. All good. See also Lots 42, 107, 230, 308, 376. [4]£20

167 1902 Central London Railway fold-out MAP produced by the ''Tuppenny Tube'' to promote its service from Bank to Shepherds Bush. The line is superimposed in red on a street-map background and shows the generating station and depôt at the western end with an inset plan of the subways at Bank on the top right. The reverse has travel and ticket information. A reasonable copy with some age-staining and edge-wear. [1]£65

168 London Transport TIMETABLE of Buses, Coaches & Main Line Rlys for Western Area for July 1934 complete with fold-out maps of Railways, Green Line and Country Bus services. In very good, unmarked condition. [1]£60

169 Original London Transport 1939 double-royal POSTER ''To stop the Bus'' by 'Beath' (John Miles Fleming 1913-1991), designer of many LT posters from 1936-1954. Ths one features his well-known image of the perfect passenger at the request stop, extending his arm to the driver of the approaching Leyland STD-type bus. Linen-backed with the odd edge-scuff and crease but generally good. [1]Res

170 Selection of London Transport Sports Association Bowling Association LAPEL BADGES issued in the 1950s-1980s period. Much variety, including clasp & ribbon for the President, silver and golden jubilee issues, individual bus garage badges, District Line section, committee member etc. All different and in good condition. [12]£25



171 LCC Trams early-20th century horse-tram ''Up/Down'' PUNCH TICKETS with 1/2d, 1d, 1 1/2d, 2d and 3d values plus transfer tickets, from a variety of services. Mostly good condition. [15]£25

172 London Transport 1930s 'Chiswick' BODYBUILDER'S PLATE believed to have been fitted to an STL-class AEC Regent. The 1935 patent number relates to the LT tubular seat-frames and the design nos are for the interior/exterior body style introduced with the 1932 'Bluebird' STs. A brass plate in good, ex-vehicle condition. (See also Lots 30, 131, 248 and 487 for other STL items) [1]£400

173 London's Underground LEAFLET ''Easter Programme 1928'' with cover design by Charles Paine (1895-1967) who produced much artwork for the Underground in the 1920s. The illustration features a young couple riding an NS-type bus with the conductor bringing Cupid's arrow! Fold-out leaflet in used condition with some wear. [1]Res

174 WW2 London Transport GAS PRODUCER BUSES MANUAL OF INSTRUCTION for Maintenance Staff and Drivers. An instruction booklet produced in February 1944 in connection with the conversion of buses to run on gas produced from anthracite as a wartime measure to save petrol. Contains detailed explanations of the process, how to maintain the system and drive the ST-type buses. Contains fold-out diagrams. First time seen at auction. Some wear to cover, otherwise very good. [1]£20

175 Green Line Coaches Limited fold-out TIMETABLE LEAFLET dated 1st June 1932 for the Limited Stop service between Whipsnade and London. Includes a map of Underground connections from Golders Green. Minor edge scuffs, otherwise very good. [1]£16

176 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 15 - Queue other side for 52, 295''. This would have been on a bus stop situated at Ladbroke Grove. Very good condition. [1]£130

177 LCC Tramways pocket-sized ''MAP & GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES'' dated February 1913 - the second issue. Illustrated with covered-top trams on Westminster Bridge. One short fold-tear, small partings at the fold-corners and light stains to the back cover but in good condition overall. [1]£280

178 Official bound volume of London Transport (Central Road Services) Allocations of Scheduled Buses - nos 1-10 from 9 May 1962 (the first post-trolleybus) to 19 July 1966. Allocations of buses to routes and garages. These are working copies with all the official amendments, inspectors' initials but are in excellent condition inside hard covers also in very good order. [10 in 1]£45

179 c1920 London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for St Albans by routes 84. Fold-out leaflet no. 7 from the second series, a post-WW1 publicity exercise to encourage use of the buses for leisure. In good condition. [1]£20

180 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 133 Special Journeys Only, Liverpool Street. The location of this unusual plate is currently unknown as route 133 has always served Liverpool Street on normal journeys - unless you know differently! In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£55

181 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from Leyland RTW201. The original bus with this number entered service at Harrow Weald garage in 1949 and the last RTW201 finished as a trainer at Willesden in 1969. The bonnet plate was obtained at a Yorkshire scrapyard in 1970. Ex-vehicle condition.[1]£125

182 London Transport COMPLETE ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Purley, Caterham, Coulsdon and District dated January 1947 from a series which ran from 1937-1957. In good condition but has an annotation and number on the front and a hole punched in the corner for hanging purposes. [1]£70

183 Birch Bros Ltd MAP-TIMETABLE-GUIDE for route 231 Hampstead Heath and Harlesden dated 1931. Opens out to a map of the route with travel information on the reverse. In used condition with some fold-wear but reasonable overall. [1]£16

184 London General Omnibus Company Limited Inspector's CAP BADGE of the first type, dating back to the horse-bus era. Suggested issue date is 1890s. Made of brass with an enamelled coat of arms in red and white. In used but very good condition. [1]Res

185 London Transport enamel BUS STOP, being the post-WW2 version of the type introduced in the 1930s consisting of two enamel plates in a bronze frame. This is an E3 version (space for 3 route plates on each side) and retains its original full-width enamel q-plate on both sides. A small face-chip on one side and light weathering but good overall. Comes with its fixing bars in place. [1]£70

186 Original London Transport POSTER ''Shop on a Bus'' by Edward McLachlan (b1940) who produced this remarkable picture of a very elongated Routemaster and hundreds of shoppers in 1984. Double-royal poster, unbacked, with a small nick at one edge, a couple of foxing marks but generally very good. [1]£25

187 London horse-tram PUNCH TICKETS, all named stages, comprising 3d Metropolitan Tramways Co Ltd/City Tramways Co Ltd, 1 1/2d North Metropolitan Trams Co, Exchange Ticket from North Metropolitan Tramways Company and 4 x 1d (all different) North Metropolitan Tramways Co. [7]£20

188 London General bus stop timetable panel POSTERS for route G40 Romford-Grays, run on its behalf by National, and for routes 459/59 Reigate-Camden Town run jointly with East Surrey, dated June 1931 and January 1931 respectively. Double-sided, approx A4 size with the usual official punch-holes for fitting purposes. In excellent condition with very minor wear only. [2]£20

189 Original 1936 London Transport double-royal POSTER ''Fly Away in Essex'' by Betty Swanwick (1915-1989) who designed posters for London Transport from 1936-1954. The 'Fly Away' series promoted the Green Line Coach Guide and featured a number of the home counties although this Essex version is not recorded by the LT Museum. Poster is un-mounted and in very reasonable condition with some scuffs and nicks to the edges and a very small loss at the bottom edge. [1]£75

190 London General Omnibus Company fold-out card TIMETABLE dated March 29th, 1929 for route 110 from Golders Green Stn to Finsbury Park Stn. Lightly used but good. [1]£20

191 LCC Tramways February 1930 fold-out LEAFLET re closure of the Kingsway Subway for reconstruction, Pullman service on service 35 from Highgate to Bloomsbury, walking times and details of the LGOC omnibus service from Bloomsbury to Embankment etc. Lightly used condition. [1]£18

192 Metropolitan Stage Carriage PLATE number 2082 N. Oval, enamel on steel plate of the type once affixed by law to all London buses, coaches and trams. Has 'T62' inscribed on reverse but it has not been possible to establish whether it was ever actually on that Green Line coach. These plates have rarely survived as, in theory, they were to be returned to the Public Carriage Office for re-issue or scrapping. In ex-vehicle condition with edge chips etc. [1]£65

193 London General Omnibus Company horse-bus TICKETS 2d, 3d & 4d values with named stages in ladder style, all different bar two, incl Windsor to Liverpool St route. Generally good, one damaged. [16]£25

194 Full set of London Transport Central Buses/Central Road Services TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for 1950. Nos 1-15 Central Buses and nos 1-12 Central Road Services. This was the year that the trams & trolleybuses were merged into one operating division with the buses. An unbound, full-year set in used but good condition with some annotations here and there. [27]£40

195 London United Tramways Fares and Stages BOOKLET for Fulwell Depôt dated January 1st, 1923 and issued to tram conductors as a guide to fares, stages, workpeople's and children's fares. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very reasonable condition. Conductor has added note re transfer fares. Not seen at auction before. See Lot 37 for the equivalent issue for Acton, Hanwell & Hounslow Depôts. [1]£42

196 London Transport bus stop route number E-PLATE for Green Line service 723A to Belhus Estate, Grays. The 723A was a variant of the main 723 from Aldgate which took in the Belhus Estate. This plate was from the far eastern end of the route, possible at Aveley. E-plates for the 723A are seen very rarely at auction. In good, ex-stop condition, a couple of small nicks to the face. [1]£280

197 Selection of London General Omnibus Co Ltd coach service TICKETS c1929/30 for services from Charing Cross inter-available with the Underground at Hammersmith (3) and 5 early 1930s Green Line Coaches Ltd return/exchange PUNCH TICKETS. Variable condition from good to edge-losses. [8]£20

198 Pair of London Transport Country Bus & Coach GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for AMERSHAM (MA) garage as used 1930s-1960s. Amersham garage was opened by LT in 1935 and finally closed in 1989. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£30

199 London Transport Tramways FARE CHART dated 4 April 1935 for ex-East & West Ham Corporation routes 1/1A from Stratford Broadway to East Ham/Upton Park, 69 from Stratford Broadway to Canning Town, 95 from Wanstead Flats to Canning Town and 69 from Stratford Broadway to Docks. Chart is standard size and has a short tear and very minor loss at the top edge and horizontal creases where once folded but overall very reasonable. [1]£65

200 London Transport panel POSTER ''LONDON'S COUNTRY HOUSES'' illustrated by Clifford Wilkinson (1919-2003) and published in 1953. This is a bus timetable-panel poster, approx A4 x 3 vertical and a scarce survivor as these panel posters were not generally sold to the public. A small nick noted (no actal loss) and some light staining and creasing but generally good. Has been folded to A4 and has the usual official punch-holes at the top for fixing purposes. [1]£40

201 London Transport 'RED ROAD GUIDE' TIMETABLE of Central Area (Red) Buses, Trams & Trolleybuses for Aug 5 - Oct 6, 1936. A fine copy in very good, unmarked condition. [1]£100

202 London Transport bus BRASS CHASSIS/BODY TAGS from AEC Renown LT types. Both single and double-decker variants noted. Vendor advises these were obtained from a scrapyard in 1949. In ex-vehicle condition. [18]£60

203 General Country Services, Bell Street, Reigate fold-out LEAFLET ''Motor Coach Guide of Coastal Services, Day and Afternoon Tours for May-June 1932. Includes destinations such as Eastbourne, Brighton, Portsmouth etc as well as Epsom Races and The Derby. It is very unusual to find such publicity material for this short-lived company which only existed from 1932-33. In good unmarked condition, light creases. [1]£20

204 London Transport Central Road Services Sports Association 1950s Officials' BADGES comprising Chairman, Secretary and Committee x 2. Good condition. [4]Res

205 London United Tramways ''Trolley Bus Service'' fold-out LEAFLET for the introduction on May 16th, 1931 of trolleybuses between Twickenham & Teddington (London's first trolleybus route) and the partial withdrawal of tram service 69. In excellent condition. [1]£30

206 London Transport bronze, framed OWNERSHIP SIGN from a bus garage with head office address of 55 Broadway. These signs were put up at all bus garages in the 1930s and, in 1948, the top halves saying London Passenger Transport Board were separated, the name 'London Transport' inscribed on the reverse and then re-instated in the frame the other way round. This example still has the LPTB wording on the reverse. A little damage to the original 1930s address lettering but very reasonable overall. [1]£160

207 London County Council OFFICIAL TRAMWAYS GUIDE, 1908 edition. 138pp guidebook to London produced by the LCC Highways Committee for the year of the Franco-British Exhibition. Has photo on cover of covered-top, open-top and single-deck trams outside entrance to Kingsway Subway. In used but reasonable condition with some foxing to the outer pages and small annotation on front but elsewhere good. Cover has been re-attached with archive tape. [1]£40

208 Underground Group ''LONDON TRAFFIC NOTES & NEWS'' dated July 10th, 1915. Fold-out LEAFLET with picture of the Thames near Hampton and Molesey, four double-sided panels of information about changes to General bus routes, fine weather enhancements, how to assist the conductor etc. Some light stains to cover but generally good. [1]£25

209 London Transport 1950s/60s enamel BUS STOP SHELTER PLATE '' LONDON TRANSPORT - AMERSHAM HOSPITAL'' from the ''Keston'' shelter used by LT Country Buses & Coaches at this location. Sign is 18'' (42cm) square, one-sided with a flange and fixing lugs. In very good condition with an excellent shine. Parts of the flange have been touched in. [1]£400

210 London Transport Bus Road Inspector's hallmarked, 'gold'-plated silver CAP BADGE of the first type issued from 1933-1950 after which the badge colour was changed to red. Hallmarked for 1933 with serial number (243) on the reverse. These blue badges were withdrawn in 1950 and few have survived. In good, lightly-worn condition. [1]Res

211 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 267 - Queue other side for 117, 203, 237, 734''. This would have been on a bus stop situated in Brentford High St. Q-plates with Green Line routes are relatively uncommon and this is a very late example, from around 1981, just before LT ceased producing bus stop signs in enamel. Slight edge-chipping at top but overall very good condition. [1]£125

212 London Transport bus stop route number E-PLATE for route 114 to South Harrow, Ruislip. A possible location for this plate was Harrow. E-plates for this route are rarely seen. In reasonable ex-stop condition with some light abrasion. [1]£75

213 1887 District Railway ''COUNTRY MAP OF THE ENVIRONS OF LONDON'', a series which ran from 1883 to 1898. Price six pence. A pocket-sized, linen-backed map inside hard covers with many illustrations of London sights. The map has the various counties in different background colours and shows the DR connections with the Metropolitan and main-line railways, reaching to St Albans in the north and Dorking in the south. Has a 3'' (8cm) fold tear and a child's scribbles on the blank linen reverse. Nonetheless a very reasonable copy of this scarce issue. [1]£160

214 Metropolitan Electric Tramways Limited BYE-LAWS AND REGULATIONS. 62pp handbook, the 1928 issue. In very good condition with some age-foxing in places. See also Lots 114 & 314 for the equivalent handbooks for the LUT & SMET sister companies. [1]Res

215 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated 11 November, 1959 & 3 February, 1960 (incl Errata leaflet) for stages 4 & 5 of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 567, 569, 665, 567, 669, 685, 689 and 690, out of Poplar, West Ham & Walthamstow depôts. In good condition, 1960 example is lightly used with '5' on front. [2]£16

216 Bus Conductor's BADGE ''Reigate Omnibus Conductor 7''. Double-sided alloy badge with leather strap. Age unknown but pre-1931 and very possibly pre-WW1. In used but good condition. [1]£120

217 LCC Tramways fold-out LEAFLET ''The Freedom of the Tramways for a Shilling''. Undated but c1930. Opens out to a 'starburst' illustration with the various destinations on a 1/- all-day ticket. In good condition. [1]£16

218 London Transport OFFICIAL ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Great Missenden, Prestwood and District for April 1937, issue no 5 in the Amersham series which ran from 12/36 to no 264 in 2/65. In used condition with 'Omnibus Society Collection' stamped to front and rear and a partially-removed sticker on the front cover. [1]£45

219 Original 1916 Underground (London General Omnibus) POSTER ''Hatfield - Route 155 - Sundays only'' by J Gregory Brown (1887-1941), a regular artist for London Underground/London Transport from 1914 to 1940. Full-size poster, measuring 20'' x 28'' (51cm x 76cm), linen-backed with a few edge-tears professionally repaired before mounting. Overall, very good. [1]£260

220 London Transport Routemaster BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RMC1492. The first Green Line Routemaster coach with this number entered service at Epping garage in 1962 and the last finished as a red-liveried training vehicle at Westbourne Park in 1995. Its subsequent fate is unknown. In ex-vehicle condition. [1]Res

221 London County Council Tramways ''Old Comrades Association'' LAPEL BADGE featuring the crossed Union Flag and White Ensign beneath the Imperial Crown. It is believed that this was an association of London tramwaymen who were veterans of WW1. Enamel on brass badge with horseshoe fitting, in good condition. [1]£20

222 Central London Railway 1910 ''BLOW CARD'', a folding POSTCARD with a map of the CLR on the reverse and opening out to an illustration of a CLR station on one side and an inflatable paper section on the other. This section was originally inflatable by blowing through a hole in the card and would expand to show the CLR's exhibit (tube car and tunnel section) at the Japan British Exhibition at White City. Some wear to the card and the inflatable section is damaged. [1]£25

223 London General Omnibus Company fold-out card TIMETABLE dated March 29th, 1929 for route 26 from Victoria to Chigwell Row. Some cover stains and small marks but very reasonable [1]£28

224 London Transport 'DOLLY STOP', a temporary bus stop used for diversions, emergencies etc. This is the 'Coach Request' version, a very uncommon variant and this is the 'head' of the stop, which would have fitted onto a metal pole with a concrete base, and consists of two back-to-back enamel plates inside a steel frame. It's a little weathered with a few well-executed chip repairs. [1]£180

225 London Transport Underground 'gold'-plated, hallmarked silver CAP BADGE for a Railway Instructor, the 'gold badge' grade. This is the second issue of this badge, dating from 1964. Hallmarked on the reverse and with serial no. 60. Light surface abrasion but generally very good. [1]£170

226 London Transport TIMETABLE of Buses, Coaches & Main Line Rlys for South-East Area for Nov 1935 complete with fold-out maps of Railway, Green Line and Country Bus services. In very good, unmarked condition. [1]£90

227 1919 (10-11-19) London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for Epsom. Fold-out leaflet from the first series, a post-WW1 publicity exercise to encourage use of the buses for leisure. In good condition. [1]£20



228 London General/London Transport bus timetable panel POSTERS for route 623, subsequently re-numbered 100, from Barking Broadway to Beckton Gas Works, the first dated June 1932 and the second October 1934 after re-numbering. Double-sided, approx A4, in excellent condition with the usual official punch-holes. [2]£16

229 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 97 to Chingford Mount, Old Church Road, Chingford Station - a double-vertical plate. Introduced in 1981 and running from Chingford Station to Leyton, this route was one of the last for which enamel e-plates were made and featured destinated versions at Walthamstow Central Station. The matching plate for the other direction is listed at LOT 165. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£160

230 London Transport Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 4 October 1933 for routes M/AM/BM, N and Q (2 versions). Small name-stamp on one, otherwise good. See also Lots 42, 107, 166, 308, 376. [4]£42

231 London Transport 1960s BUS STOP FLAG for buses, Green Line coaches and Red Arrow services. Flag is an 'E9' (space for 9 route plates on each side), double-sided 'boat'-style (hollow, tapered) version with all runners present. It is believed that just two of these 3-way stop flags were used, both in the West End. The flag is in excellent condition with just one small chip noted. [1]£450

232 London General Omnibus Company 1921 LEAFLET ''LIST OF MOTOR-BUS ROUTES - Services working April 13 to April 19.'' Issue no. 15, 1921. In lightly used condition. [1]£65

233 1908 LONDON UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OFFICIAL A.B.C GUIDE TO LONDON containing the 1907 issue of the map of the LONDON UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. 52pp soft-cover guidebook unusually issued by the Underground themselves. Refers to the Olympic Games and Franco-British Exhibition. Some wear to covers, staples corroded but generally very good. Apart from a little foxing to the front, the map is near mint. [1]£100

234 Pair of London Transport Central Area GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for BRIXTON (BN) garage as used 1950-1960. Brixton garage was opened in 1892 as a cable-car depot by the London Tramways Co, converted to LCC electric trams in 1906 and fully to diesel buses in 1953. It remains in active use today. In good, ex-use condition. [2]Res

235 London Transport (Country Buses & Coaches) bound volume 30 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 1 to 25, 1st January to 31st December 1963. Official bound edition with index. Excellent condition. [1]£40

236 LCC Tramways fold-out LEAFLET ''Travel At Midday. 2d All the Way''. Undated but c1927. Details of maximum midday fare, transfer tickets, cheap outings etc. In good condition. [1]£20

237 London Transport (Central Buses) BOOKLET Allocation of Scheduled Buses - No 56, commencing 9th October 1946. Allocations to routes and garages. One or two foxing stains, usual official amendments made but overall very good condition. [1]£55

238 London Transport Underground flanged ENAMEL STATION SIGN 'Way out & Central Line Platforms 1 & 2'. Thought to date from the 1950s and to be from Holborn Station but this is not confirmed. In very good condition, minor edge chips only. [1]£100

239 London Underground MAP of the Electric Railways of London ''What to see and how to travel''. Summer 1925 edition. One short fold split, small crease to cover, otherwise very good. [1]£56

240 North Metropolitan Tramways Company CAP BADGE issued to tram conductors on this horse-drawn system which eventually passed to the LCC and the MET. This is the nickel version of this very scarce badge and probably dates to the 1880-1890s. In very good condition. [1]£200

241 London Transport TIMETABLE of Central Area Buses in operation on and from Wednesday, October 25, 1944. 312pp booklet ''For the information of the Board's Officials''. Known as the inspectors' 'Red Books', this is in fact one of three WW2 editions which had an orange cover. In used condition with some wear, official's name on cover and trace of a removed date. [1]£100

242 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 480 Crayford, Erith. A double-vertical e-plate thought to have been located at Dartford, Market Street. This is an early e-plate and has some weathering from its long stint on the street but still very reasonable. [1]£110

243 1932 official BROCHURE ''Overhauling London's buses at the Chiswick Works of the London General Omnibus Company Ltd.'' Featuring a wonderful art-deco cover design by 'MCKK', this is a high-quality publication, inside thick-card covers and lavishly illustrated with photos of every stage of the overhaul process, showing NS, ST & LT-type buses and including a large plan of the Works showing the overhaul paths. Light wear to covers, otherwise excellent. [1]£95

244 London Transport ''Buses for Trams'' LEAFLETS for stages 6, 7 and 8 (final stage) of the post-war tram conversion progamme. Dated January, April and July 1952. In lightly-used condition. [3]£20

245 Metropolitan Electric Tramways Fares and Stages BOOKLET for Finchley Depôt dated January 1st, 1923 and issued to tram conductors as a guide to fares, stages, workpeople's and children's fares. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very reasonable condition. Not seen at auction before. See Lots 86 and 495 for the equivalent issues for Edmonton and Wood Green Depôts. [1]£42

246 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 228, B1 - Queue other side for 132''. This would have been on a bus stop situated in Eltham. Q-plates bearing lettered routes are relatively uncommon. In very good condition. [1]£120

247 LCC Tramways FARECHART dated August 1931 for services 2A, 22, 4A & 24 from Embankment to Streatham & Tooting via either Westminster or Blackfriars. Various updates pasted on in c1932 including one for the experimental 6d Evening Tourist Ticket available until 31 October 1932. Has some tears at top edge, a little loss at top r/h corner and horizontal creases where once folded but a very scarce item in very reasonable condition. [1]£80

248 London Transport enamel RADIATOR PLATE from a Country Area green STL-class AEC Regent. Vendor advises that this was removed from a scrap vehicle at Daniels scrapyard, Rainham in 1950. The enamel is noticeably thicker than on the post-war versions of this plate as fitted to the RT class. Minor chipping around the screw-holes and a couple of small nicks, otherwise excellent. (See also Lots 30, 131, 172 and 487 for other STL items) [1]Res

249 London Underground Group LEAFLET ''Bank Holiday Excursions by Motor-bus, Tram and Underground - Easter  1921''. Fold-out leaflet in superb, unmarked condition. [1]£25

250 LCC Tramways pocket-sized ''MAP & GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES'' dated October 1913. Illustrated with covered-top tram at Shoreditch Church. Excellent condition, light vertical crease. [1]Res

251 London Transport 1938 fold-out LEAFLET ''40 London Landmarks with ..bus routes...and diagrams of boarding points''. In good, lightly-used condition. [1]Res

252 Original LOG BOOKS and final CERTIFICATES OF FITNESS for London Transport AEC Regent buses 1953 RT3675 - MXX 190, 1950 RT3867 - LLU 666 and 1954 RT4787 - OLD 824. The CoFs expire in 1972 when all three buses were sold to Tillingbourne Valley but there are no further registered owners on the log books after London Country. Good condition. [3+3]£20

253 London Transport instruction LEAFLETS given to bus drivers during WW2 regarding parking of the last buses returning to garages. Some buses were parked in nearby streets ('night parks') to as to reduce possible losses in the event of the garage being bombed overnight. Leaflets are small maps showing the driver the route to take to the night park and reminding him to lock the steering wheel. This set is for Sutton, Tottenham, Turnham Green, Twickenham, Upton Park, Victoria, West Green and Willesden garages, all dated 1942. Exceptionally rare survivors in excellent condition. See also Lot 12. [13]£48

254 ''General'' cap and lapel BADGES in red enamel. These badges were normally blue and it is thought that the much less common red versions were issued to crews in the late 1920s on the General's coach services which, in the days before Green Line, carried red livery. These red badges would have been replaced by Green Line ones from 1930 onwards. The larger badge was worn on the cap and the smaller one on the lapel. Both in very good condition. [2]£220

255 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from AEC Regent ST689 which entered service at Turnham Green garage in 1931, was one of those converted to producer-gas operation during WW2 and was withdrawn at Leyton in 1950. The bonnet plate was obtained at Daniels scrapyard, Rainham that year. Ex-vehicle condition. [1]£120

256 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 12 Shepherds Bush Only. Presumably located at a separate stop from the main service to Harlesden at the time. A little weathering but still reasonable. [1]£140

257 The ''District'' [Railway] MAP of Greater London & Environs, 2nd edition of 1907. This short-lived series of DR maps ran from 1902 to c1908. A large-scale, full-colour map, inside linen-card covers, which opens out to 30 panels with travel information on the reverse. Shows the Bakerloo, Piccadilly and Hampstead railways as well as LUT tram routes. Cover-edges are worn, two small annotations on front, map has some small fold-partings but generally very good. [1]£90

258 Selection of London Transport Country Buses return PUNCH TICKETS from a variety of routes and values, dating from the 1930s-1950s.  Condition: reasonable to very good. [14]Res

259 1911 UNDERGROUND MAP OF LONDON. Early example of the unified system map, printed by Johnson Riddle & Co Ltd with the lines in full colour and the UndergrounD logo. Shows 3 separate stations at Hammersmith. In excellent condition apart from some scuffs at the right-hand edge. Has been re-folded. [1]£95

260 Original London Transport POSTER of 1958: ''Christmas Roundabout'' by Victor Galbraith, producer of many LT classics in the 50s/60s. Wonderful nostalgic memory of LT's bus tour of the Christmas lights and sights. Double-royal poster, unbacked with some creases but overall in good condition. [1]£50

261 London General 1919 LEAFLET ''DIVERSION OF MOTOR-BUS ROUTES - PEACE DAY, SATURDAY JULY 19TH, 1919''. Fold-out leaflet with details of bus diversions/curtailments during the procession and illuminations to celebrate the signing of the peace teaty ending WW1. Some foxing stains but still very reasonable. [1]£32

262 London Transport bus BRASS CHASSIS/BODY TAGS from pre-war AEC Regal T types. From T1 to T10 types, both bus and coach variants noted. Vendor advises these were obtained from a scrapyard in 1949. In ex-vehicle condition. [12]£50

263 London Transport (Country Buses and Coaches) BOOKLET Allocation of Scheduled Buses and Coaches No 20, commencing 2nd October 1946. Route & Garage allocations. Worn covers and the usual official amendments inside. [1]£30

264 Metropolitan Railway CARD TICKETS from the 1880s-early 1900s comprising 1st, 2nd & 3rd-class single tickets from stations from B to G, values 1d to 5d. All different, mainly good condition. [28]£50

265 London Transport Buses Chief Inspector's CAP & BADGE. This was the cap issued to the highest uniformed grade on London buses and carries a 'bullion' badge of the London Buses roundel in red cloth with gold wire surround and gold wire laurel leaves. Believed to have been the last traditional issue in the 1980s. Size unknown but a good medium. Lightly worn and in good condition. [1]£20

266 London Transport CAP BADGE ''TOUR GUIDE'' issued in the mid-1960s onwards to those bus inspectors who qualified as guides on the sightseeing buses and coaches of the Tours and Charters Department. Badge is chromed metal with enamel inlays. In excellent conditon. [1]Res

267 1915 (12.7.15) Underground Group Tramways BROCHURE ''A Liitle Guide to the Tramways'' with cover illustrations by Fred Taylor (1875-1963) who produced artwork for the Underground/LT from 1908-1946. Folds out to 16 panels with details of attractions to visit. Printed on high-quality paper.  Some age-staining to the covers. [1]Res

268 London Transport 1934 TRAVEL GUIDE FOR VISITORS - British Industries Fair February 18 to March 1. Fold-out leaflet with Underground map and details of rail, bus, tram and coach routes serving the Fair. Excellent condition. [1]£42

269 London Transport TIMETABLE - LONDON AREA dated Jan 1936 - Buses, Coaches, Trolleybuses, Tramways & Underground Rlys. 240pp booklet plus errata leaflet for Green Line routes Q & R. Excellent, unmarked condition, staples lightly corroded. [1]£65

270 Quantity of London Transport Country Area GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES of the type used in the 1950s/60s to cover overnight Green Line coach stablings temporary loans of buses from one garage to another. Some have another garage code on the reverse. All bar one are aluminium plates. In ex-vehicle condition. [14]£48

271 Green Line Coaches Limited fold-out TIMETABLE LEAFLET dated 14th January 1931 for the service between Hitchin, London and Reigate. In very good condition. [1]£20

272 London Transport Executive (Central Road Services) bound volume 39 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 1 to 26, 3rd January to 19th December 1958. Official bound edition with index. Bound volumes of Central Area circulars are much less common than the Country Area versions. Has had some exposure to damp but nonetheless very reasonable. [1]£50

273 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line service 719 Hemel Hempstead via Garston. Thought to have been located in Watford, this is an early plate and has some weathering and scratches but is overall still very reasonable. [1]£200

274 London General Omnibus Co Ltd CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE RENDERED DURING THE GREAT WAR 1914-1919. Printed on thin card and issued to Miss M A Hipperson who worked as a conductor from Sept 1916 to Oct 1919 when, along with all other women so employed, she would have been dismissed so as to allow the returning men to have their jobs back. A little creased in places but in good overall condition. [1]£28

275 London Transport WW2 Home Guard LAPEL BADGE ''44th Battalion London Home Guard''. Enamelled badge with horseshoe fitting. Very good condition. See also Lot 480. [1]£75

276 Green Line Coaches Ltd STAFF MAP issued to crews for use ''when in trouble on the road'' A fold-out, linen card map of the coach network over-printed with the location and telephone number of each garage. The first of 3 known issues and the only pre-LT one, the others being in 1947 and 1958. In excellent condition, barely used. [1]£30

277 LCC Tramways fold-out card LEAFLET ''Football Fixtures for London'' for the 1927/28 season giving fixtures for 1st, 2nd and 3rd Division clubs plus travel directions by tram. Leaflet promotes the 1/- all-day ticket. In very good condition. [1]£45

278 London Road Car Company Ltd horse-bus TICKETS, with named stages, all bar one of the ladder style, with 1d values (one 2d) and all different. Good condition. [9]Res

279 TRAVEL PASS issued by London Transport to competitors in the London Olympic Games in 1948 giving free travel on LT (except Green Line) and main-line rail services within a 15 mile radius of Charing Cross for the duration of the Games. Comprises a leather wallet with a pocket containing a fold-out railway map of the main lines and the Inner Circle, with the Olympic venues marked. Wallet and map in good condition. A scarce item not seen at auction before. [1]£55

280 1924 Metropolitan Railway CARD MAP ''How to get to and from the British Empire Exhibition''. With a new electric locomotive on the cover, opens out to three panels. In lightly-used condition with a light crease. [1]£95

281 London Transport flanged ENAMEL SIGN ''Private Property - London Transport Buses only'' believed to have been located on a bus garage forecourt, original location unknown. Some minor chipping, mainly on the edges and flange but very good overall. [1]£95

282 Green Line Coaches Ltd TRAFFIC CIRCULARS nos 34, 35, 40, 45, 47 + supplement, 48, 56 and 68, plus leaflet ''General Instructions to Staff'', dated August 1931 to July 1932. Variable condition but mainly good. [10]£20

283 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 307, 314A, 317, 337 - Queue other side for 302, 312, 316A, 320, 344''. This would have been on a bus stop in Hemel Hempstead. Country Area q-plates are far less common than the Central Area versions. Some chip-repairs at the bottom edge but overall very good condition. [1]£125

284 c1920 London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for West Wycombe from Uxbridge. Fold-out leaflet no. 14 from the second series and, uniquely, this one has no bus route no. on the cover as the LGOC no longer ran to West Wycombe, stating inside that the route is now operated by Thames Valley Traction Co. A couple of small cover stains, otherwise good. [1]£16



285 London Underground GUIDE TO TRAVEL TO AND FROM South Harrow, Sudbury Hill and Sudbury Town Stations dated February 1927. Card booklet with fold-out UNDERGROUND MAP of Central London. Cover has crease and scuffed edges, map is excellent. [1]£80

286 Cook's HANDBOOK FOR LONDON with 1911 official LONDON UNDERGROUND MAP. 232pp hard-cover book with illustration of Vanguard motor-bus, taxi-cab & policeman on cover. Some wear to cover-edges, inside pages excellent, Underground map near-mint. [1]£130

287 London Transport COMPLETE ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Epping, Loughton and District dated June 1946, a series which ran from 1936-1957. In good, unmarked condition with some staining to the covers and the remains of a sticker on both sides of the front cover. [1]£45

288 London Transport Country Buses Senior Instructor's CAP BADGE in 'gold'-plated metal with a green bullseye with turquoise infills, supported by griffins. The 'gold' version of this badge, for senior driving instructors in the Country Area, is not listed in the main reference work on this subject and is thought to be very scarce indeed. Some light surface abrasion but generally good. [1]£300

289 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for routes 306/311 Leavesden. Thought to have been located at Watford Junction Station. In good, ex-stop condition with a very small nick touched in. [1]£160

290 ''General'' London Transport fold-out TIMETABLE LEAFLET dated 31st January 1934 for routes 345 and 346 from Harebreaks to Hamper Mill. Includes map of Watford bus routes. In good condition. [1]£22

291 LCC Tramways POSTER NOTICE regarding the Bank Holiday Service between Angel, Islington and Hampstead, dated September 1920. Believed to have been intended for posting inside the tramcar, possibly in the window. Has been folded but is otherwise in good condition. [1]Res

292 London United Tramways TIMETABLE PANEL POSTER dated April 1st, 1923 ufn for Summerstown Branch service 81 with Underground Group ''Tramways'' logo at top. Light wear to edges, two very small holes near top edge and folded once but overall in very good condition. [1]£20

293 Underground publicity CARD ''By UndergrounD to the Country'' undated but c1910. Lavish illustration of young girl picking flowers, artist unknown. Reverse lists cheap Sunday return fares from central London stations to District Railway stations Sudbury Town, South Harrow, Ruislip and Uxbridge. Not seen at auction before. Crease to bottom l/h corner, otherwise good. [1]£35

294 London Underground 1932 LEAFLET ''Easter in the Country by London's Underground'' with artwork by Tom Gentlemen (1882-1966) who also produced work for Shell and many others. Fold-out pamphlet with light creasing, otherwise good. [1]Res

295 London Transport hallmarked, sterling silver WINNER'S MEDALS from various LT Championships throughout the 1930s. Each has enamel inlays and the event, winner and year engraved on the reverse. [10]£70

296 Selection of London Transport bus, trolleybus & service vehicle TAX DISCS for N2 trolleybus 1661 (SE), AEC Regent breakdown tender 111J (Neasden, CME Rlys), Ex-STL treelopper 972J (R), GS66 (GF), RT3127 (EG), Green Line RT3656 (GF), all for the 1961 year and with vehicle stock no, eg RT3656 C and garage code on reverse, plus another for ex LT GS24 datd 1971 when with Tillingbourne Valley. Ex-vehicle condition. [7]£28

297 London Transport Tramways FARECHART for BANK HOLIDAYS ONLY route 1 from Tottenham Court Road to Hampstead Heath, dated 6 June, 1937. Small edge tears in a few places, horizontal creasing from when once folded but overall very reasonable for an amazing survivor which only came out a few times a year! [1]Res

298 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from AEC Regent 'Saunders roofbox' RT4475. The original bus with this number entered service with an ex-SRT non-roofbox body as a green bus at Twickenham garage in 1954, the number being allocated to a Saunders vehicle in 1966 which was withdrawn at Norbiton in 1970. The bonnet plate was obtained at Wombwell scrapyard in that year. Good, ex-vehicle condition.[1]£85

299 LEAFLET & TICKETS from the PEOPLE'S LEAGUE FREEDOM BUS SERVICE which ran in London during the 1958 bus strike. Leaflet, affixed to album page by sellotape strip, lists the routes & other information. 1 cinema-type ticket and 6 larger-size tickets for different routes, all 6d values. Very good condition. [1+7]£55

300 London Transport panel POSTER ''EVENING TOURIST TICKETS FOR TROLLEYBUS AND TRAM'' by Edward McKnight Kauffer (1890-1954) and published in 1936. This is a bus timetable-panel poster, approx A4 x 2 vertical and a scarce survivor as these panel posters were not generally sold to the public. The LT Museum has a double-royal version of this poster. Some light staining, small creases and edge-wear noted, also some small black stains which appear to be from the printing process. Has been folded once to A4 and has two punch-holes at the bottom suggesting a file copy. [1]£55

301 Pair of London Transport Central Area GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for HOLLOWAY (J) garage as used 1930s-1960. With origins as a horse-bus depot in the 1870s, Holloway garage closed in 1971. In used condition. [2]£35

302 London Transport TIMETABLE of Buses, Coaches & Main Line Rlys for South-West Area for Sept 1936 complete with fold-out maps of Railways and Green Line services. In good condition with a name on the front and slight wear to the top of the spine. [1]£56

303 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line service 714 to Kingston, Chessington, Dorking. This may have been located at Hammersmith or Richmond. In good, ex-stop condition with just a couple of scratches to the face. [1]Res

304 Green Line Coaches Ltd double-sided TIMETABLE LEAFLET from January 1931 for the East Grinstead & London (Poland St) service operated by East Surrey Traction Co Ltd. Print-code 119-20,000. 12-1-31. In excellent condition, has original small hole punched at top corner for hanging in enquiry office. [1]£20

305 1873/4 District Railway MAP contained as a single page in an 1875 GUIDEBOOK of London hotels. The map can be dated by reference to the proposed Hammersmith Extension Railway shown. This was authorised in 1873 and opened in 1874. An amazingly early version of a DR map, the company only having started running its own trains in 1871. Some foxing to the map page and throughout the book. [1]£160

306 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated 27 April (incl Errata leaflet) & 20 July, 1960 for stages 6 & 7 of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 623, 625, 687, 697, 699, 611, 626, 628 and 630 out of West Ham, Walthamstow, Hammersmith & Highgate depôts. In good condition. [3]£20

307 Selection of WW2-era London Transport Trams and Trolleybuses TRAFFIC CIRCULARS nos 134, 135, 136, 137, 139 and 211 dated June 1940 to June 1943 plus SPECIAL TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Easter and August Bank Holidays 1944 plus post-war issue no 67 of July 1950. All in good condition. [9]£20

308 London Transport Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 4 October 1933 for routes AS, T, U and V. All good. See also Lots 42, 107, 166, 230, 376. [4]£30

309 London Transport (Country Buses & Coaches) bound volume 19 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 105 to 130, 1st January to 31st December 1952. Official bound edition with index. Excellent condition. [1]£35

310 London Transport Underground PLATFORM TICKETS with 3d values issued in the mid-late 1960s from a variety of stations. Minor duplication but mainly all different and in good condition. [62]£80

311 London Transport UNDERGROUND TIMETABLE 1937 Number 3. 288pp all-lines timetable booklet for September 27, 1937 to January 30, 1938 complete with large fold-out Underground Railway Map. Reasonable condition with some stains and corroded staples. [1]£18

312 Special TICKET issued by London County Council Electrical Tramways on 15 May 1903 upon the inauguration by the Prince of Wales of the LCC's first electric tramway service - between Westminster and Tooting. Ticket is an enlarged standard one with the addition of the Prince's 'three feathers' emblem and a list of members of the LCC's Highways Committee on the reverse. In used condition with some ageing. [1]£20

313 Original 1936 London Transport double-crown POSTER ''Virginia Water'' by Clive Gardiner (1891-1960) who designed posters for the Underground Group & London Transport from 1926-1951. One of a series promoting Green Line coach travel, the Virginia Water version is not recorded by LT Museum. Linen-backed, in very good condition, only a few very minor creases prior to mounting. [1]£180

314 South Metropolitan Electric Tramways and Lighting Company Limited BYE-LAWS AND REGULATIONS. 24pp handbook, the 1928 issue. In good condition with some pencilled annotations in places and initials on the cover. See also Lots 114 & 214 for the equivalent handbooks for the LUT & MET sister companies. [1]£30

315 Metropolitan Railway MAP OF LONDON ''Metropolitan Railway and Connections'', the MET's version of the Underground map. Dating from c1928/29, this issue is print ref: G.3595/65M (G.3383/100.M on the map-side) with dark red cover. Lightly used, in very good condition.£130

316 LCC Tramways pocket-sized ''MAP & GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES'' dated February 1914. Illustrated with a single-deck tram emerging from the Kingsway Subway at Southampton Row. In exceptionally good condition for this series with no material faults. [1]£120

317 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Also for Buses terminating at Victoria''. This is a 'Q6' (double-height) plate which was situated on a bus stop outside Victoria Station and advised waiting passengers that some of the buses stopping there went little further. Two small chip-repairs at one edge and slightly weathered but still good overall. [1]£75

318 Selection of London General/London Transport Flying Club CAP AND LAPEL BADGES including LGOC, LT Central Bus, LT Country Bus and Garage Secretary versions plus a hallmarked sterling silver committee member's medal for services rendered. 1930s to 1950s and generally good except for wear to the Garage Secretary badge. [5]£55

319 1911 UNDERGROUND MAP - ''What to see and how to see it - the excursionist's guide with map''. Special issue with details on cover of the Army Pageant at Putney Bridge and the Festival of Empire at Crystal Palace, both events were held in connection with the Coronation of George V. Unlike the standard issue of the time, this version has a red border and the lines are shown without colour. Not seen before at auction. Small loss and scuffing on left-hand edge, otherwise excellent. [1]£220

320 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 476 to Ifield Station. This may have been located at Crawley Bus Station, the plate is an old one with some weathering but still reasonable.£80

321 District Railway CARD TICKETS from the 1890s-early 1900s comprising 1st, 2nd & 3rd-class (incl Parly) single tickets, values 1d to 6d. All different, mainly good condition. [28]£40

322 London General Country Services Ltd bus timetable panel POSTERS for route 481 from Langley Village to Windsor Castle and route 503 from Uxbridge to Windsor Castle, both dated March 1933. Double-sided, approx A4, a couple of edge-nicks otherwise in excellent condition with the usual official punch-holes. [2]£16

323 London Underground enamel HEADER SIGN ''UndergrounD'' in the style introduced in c1908, believed to have been located above a poster panel at a station. Thought to date from the 190-1916 period, before the introduction of the 'Johnston' lettering. A well-executed repair to a chip between the first 'N' & 'D', a few other very small chips at the edge or the screw-holes and a little weathering but overall a very good example of a scarce sign, not seen at auction before. [1]£700

324 London Transport TIMETABLE of Buses, Coaches, Trolleybuses, Tramways & Underground Railways for London Area for Dec 1935 complete with fold-out maps of Underground and Green Line services. In good condition with library stamps on the front. [1]£100

325 London General Omnibus Company TRAFFIC CIRCULAR No 953 in operation from May 31st 1933. A large issue being a complete list of all services with times of first and last buses, headways etc. This was the last LGOC issue before the LPTB takeover. SEE LOT 63 for the very first issue. In good condition with the usual staff initials on the front. [1]£30

326 A collection of special-issue 'Gibson' TICKETS issued on overseas tours by London Transport Routemaster buses in the 1960s and 1970s. Countries noted include Belgium, France, Germany, Japan, Norway & USA from the period 1965-1971. It is unusual for these tickets to surface in the UK. Generally in very good condition, one duplicate noted. [15]£30

327 1907 'HAMPSTEAD TUBE' pocket MAP - ''London's Latest Tube''. This is the standard contemporary London Underground Electric Railways (green edges, text on both sides) but branded for the CCE&HR on the reverse with a picture of Hampstead Heath on the front. In used condition with age-darkening to the cover and some foxing in places. [1]£200

328 London Transport bus BRASS CHASSIS/BODY TAGS from AEC Regent ST types. Chassis plates for ST10 and ex-Tilling ST1023 noted. Body types up to ST9, traces of green paint on two suggest Country Area vehicles. Vendor advises these were obtained from Daniels, Rainham scrapyard in 1949/50. In ex-vehicle condition. [11]£45

329 Collection of Safe-Driving DIPLOMAS and MEDALS with clasps awarded to London General & London Transport bus driver R F Weedon of Turnham Green Garage in the period 1925 to 1951 plus a PHOTOGRAPH of Lord Ashfield presenting him with one of the diplomas. Paperwork somewhat aged, medals as worn. A fascinating record from a bygone era. [13]Res

330 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from 'pre-war' AEC Regent 2RT2 RT147. The original bus with this number entered service in 1941 and the last finished as a trainer at West Ham in 1963. The bonnet plate was obtained at the Mountnessing scrapyard in that year. Very reasonable, ex-vehicle condition.[1]£130

331 1919 (3-11-19) London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for Windsor. Fold-out leaflet from the first series, a post-WW1 publicity exercise to encourage use of the buses for leisure. In good condition. [1]£16

332 London General Omnibus Company, Buck's Express (marked 'specimen') and LPTB (2 unused) COACH SEASON TICKETS issued 1931-1939. Good condition. [7]£20

333 London Transport BUS TIMETABLE Country Area (North) for August 1937. 336pp booklet in good condition with some age-staining. [1]£56

334 Selection of District Railway (7), Metropolitan Railway (11), Metropolitan & District Rlys (1) and Metropolitan & G.W. Rys (1) EDMONDSON TICKETS issued from the early 1900s-early 1930s for a variety of stations and values. Condition is reasonable to good, some creasing, 4 have back damage/hinge remains. [20]£25

335 Pair of London Transport Country Bus & Coach GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for HIGH WYCOMBE (HE) garage as used 1930s-1960s. High Wycombe garage was opened by Amersham & District in 1929, taken over by LT in 1933 and finally closed in 1977. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£30

336 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 165 to Romford, Havering Park. This plate is believed to be one of a pair from the Rainham terminus of the route. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£110

337 London Transport 1934 MAP Underground Railways of London. An early Beck diagrammatic card map with print reference 34-1945. Lightly used but a good copy. [1]£120

338 London Tram & Trolleybus BOOKS: Trams of Bygone London, London Trolleybus Pictorial, London Transport Tramways Handbook, London Tramway Pictorial, London County Council Tramways Handbook, The London Trolleybus, The Felthams and Overground 1900-1947. All in used condition. [8]£20

339 West London Association of Omnibus Proprietors MAP & TIMETABLE Number 526D service, No. 1, 1926. Fold-out leaflet with map of route and strong anti-monopolistic exhortations on reverse. Small stains on back cover, otherwise excellent. [1]£32

340 Original 1961 London Underground double-crown poster ''We provide the ladders'', a recruitment poster showing the various routes of promotion to the top position of Station Master. Artist unknown and not listed by LT Museum. A couple of light creases and minor edge-blemishes but overall very good. [1]£40

341 London Transport Underground ''Fireman'' CAP BADGE. This is the second type, dating from the early 1960s. Badge is chrome-plated with enamel inlays and is in excellent condition. [1]£70



342 District Railway and London United Tramways 1910 ''PICTURE MAP OF PARTS OF MIDDLESEX''. A fold-out, tall pocket-size pictorial map showing through connections into Middlesex from the tramways onto the DR. The reverse has details of attractions and fares etc. A very attractive piece of early Underground Group publicity. Light wear but very reasonable. [1]£240

343 London independent bus operators PUNCH TICKETS, both named and numbered stages, for The Premier Omnibus Co, Pro Bono Publico Omnibus Service, ''The Prince'', St George Omnibus Co, Vanguard Motorbus Company, National Omnibus and Transport Co plus 'Omnibus Tickets'' for Services 47, 59A & 78 and one un-numbered but with advert for Prince Coaches on reverse. Generally good condition. [10]£20

344 London General Omnibus Company fold-out card TIMETABLE dated October 17th, 1928 for routes 116A, 116E, 117C & 117D from Hounslow Garage to Staines, Egham, Slough. Some age marks but very reasonable [1]£25

345 London Transport bus garage ENAMEL SIGN ''No unauthorised person.....Children under 16 years....'' of the type erected at all London bus garages in the 1950s/60s as the hobby of bus-spotting took hold and LT made a largely vain effort to keep the enthusiasts out of its garages. Some damage at two corners but still good overall with the LT bullseye intact. [1]£95

346 Green Line Coaches Ltd MAP OF DAILY COACH SERVICES - 1932. 1st issue of the Green Line map with reference 1314-75,000-24-6-32. In used but unmarked condition with some creases and small fold-partings at the edges. [1]£30

347 London Transport (Country Buses & Coaches) bound volume 10 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 321 to 346, 1st January to 31st December 1943. Official bound, wartime edition with index. Some wear to covers but contents excellent. [1]£45

348 London Transport Tramways FARECHART dated October 1934 for service 96 from Woolwich to Horns Cross, the former Dartford & Bexley service which was one of the first tram routes to be converted to trolleybuses by the LPTB in November 1935. This is a standard-size chart which fitted the ex-LCC trams which were sent by LPTB to this route to replace the antiquated local stock. (Today's bus route is still numbered 96 - see Lot 383) Minor edge-nicks plus some horizontal fold-creases but overall very good. [1]£100

349 Selection of London Transport panel POSTERS: ''It is dangerous...'', ''Keep Britain tidy'', ''Don't drop litter'' and ''Going by Bus?'' Some classic designs from the 1950s onwards. All are A4 x 2 vertical, folded to A4 and with the usual official punch-holes at the top for fixing into bus stop timetable panels. Light wear only, generally very good condition. [4]£40

350 London Transport ''Tramways'' Tram to Trolleybus fold-out LEAFLET dated 1935 for the conversion of tram routes 26, 67, 57 and 63 to trolleybus routes 667 and 657. In excellent condition.£38

351 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line service 718 to Windsor via Hampton Court. Possible original location: Kingston. A small loss at the bottom edge not affecting the face, otherwise good. [1]£85

352 Original LOG BOOKS and final CERTIFICATES OF FITNESS for London Transport green AEC Regent buses 1953 RT3027 - NLE 917 (red to green in 1963), 1950 RT3171 - KYY 900, 1952 RT3391 - LYR 610 (red to green in 1963 but not noted on log book) and 1952 RT3510 - LYR 929. The CoFs expire in 1972/3 and all four buses were sold to Tillingbourne Valley but there are no further registered owners on the log books after London Country. Good condition. [4+4]£18

353 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 49, 115, 249 - Queue other side for 57, 95''. This would have been on a bus stop situated in Streatham. In very good condition. [1]£75

354 London Transport COMPLETE ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Enfield, Cheshunt and District dated August 1939, the month before the outbreak of WW2. No E 39 of a series which ran from 1936-1957. In good, unmarked condition with some staining to the cover and age-darkening inside. [1]£50

355 London General Omnibus Company MAP & GUIDE dated August 1914, the last issue from the first series of London bus maps which ran from 1911 until the outbreak of WW1. In somewhat fragile condition with some fold-partings but still intact. [1]£48

356 LCC Tramways c1929 BROCHURE ''Transfer Facilities and How to use them. Services South of the Thames''. Stapled brochure in good condition, one or two foxing marks. (See Lot 144 for North of the Thames issue) [1]£16

357 London Transport enamel COACH STOP - REQUEST of the E3 type (space for 3 route plates on each side) and 'boat' style (double-sided, hollow, tapering). A few chips at the tapered and top edges and minor weathering but a good example overall. The fixing bars are in place. [1]£80

358 London General Omnibus Company BROCHURE ''Motor Coaches Summer Programme - 1922'' with details of over 70 tours of London and the Home Counties. Folds out to 6 double-sided panels and features the General logo in 'Johnston' lettering and a small illustration of a charabanc in the countryside. Lightly used condition with a vertical crease and small Thomas Tilling Cartage Dept stamp on the cover. [1]£32

359 1924 MAP of the Underground Railways of London with railway, bus & tram connections published by Bravingtons Ltd, King's Cross. Printed on stiff paper and folds out to a 12-panel, full-colour Underground map, printed by Johnson, Riddle & Co, presumably with official approval as the 'UndergrounD' logo is shown. Shows British Empire Exhibition and location of Bravingtons stores as well as LUT, LCC and MET trams. A couple of fold-corner partings but generally very good. [1]£150

360 Metropolitan Railway CARD TICKETS from the 1890s-early 1900s comprising 1st, 2nd & 3rd-class single tickets from stations from G to P, values 1d to 6d. All different, mainly good condition. [28]£40

361 London Transport Underground Senior Station Master's hallmarked silver CAP BADGE. One of the third issue, hallmarked for 1967. The Senior Station Masters wore a larger badge which included a laurel wreath in the centre. These scarce badges often have damage to the enamel and this one has some repairs to the upper half of the circle, otherwise it's in good condition. [1]£200

362 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from lowbridge AEC Regent RLH73 which entered service at Merton garage in 1952 and was withdrawn at Hornchurch in 1970. The bus was later exported to Germany. Good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]£260

363 London Transport 1935 PAMPHLET ''Easter Outings - Rail, Tram, Bus, Coach'' with cover illustration by Vera Willoughby (1870-1939) of a couple striding across a hill and a tube train emerging from the tunnel underneath. Lightly worn with trace of indentation of erased pencil annotation on cover. [1]£18

364 London Transport 'DOLLY STOP', a temporary bus stop used for diversions, emergencies etc. This is the 'Bus Compulsory, Coach Request' version, an uncommon variant and this is the 'head' of the stop, which would have fitted onto a metal pole with a concrete base, and consists of two back-to-back enamel plates inside a steel frame. It's in very good condition with a few well-executed chip repairs. [1]£160

365 London Transport GREEN LINE COACH GUIDE No. 1, 1936. 192pp booklet with timetables, faretables, season-ticket rates, boarding point diagrams and fold-out map. Includes amendment leaflet with route changes from April. Some staining to covers but generally good.£20

366 Original 1934 London Transport double-royal poster ''London at it Brightest - and London Transport at your service'' by unknown artist and featuring sporting figures and a classic London Transport bullseye logo, one of a series of three of these posters promoting travel for cultural and leisure purposes. Linen-backed and in very good condition with minor blemishes only. [1]£220

367 London United Tramways ''Through Bookings with Met. District, London Electric and Central London Railways'' BOOKLET issued to tram conductors with fare details for bookings to Underground stations. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very good condition. [1]£20

368 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for night route N82 Special Journeys Only. Original location unknown. Some weathering but very reasonable. [1]£110

369 London General Country Services TIMETABLE OF OMNIBUS SERVICES - NORTHERN DIVISION Winter 1933-34. The last LGCS issue and published under the London Transport name on 31.1.34. Includes Amersham & District services. In good, unmarked condition with light wear and a light vertical crease. [1]£110

370 c1912 offcial UNDERGROUND MAP OF LONDON. This is the map shown on p59 of Capital Transport's ''No need to ask'' reference work but differs in that it does not show the planned extensions which were included in the 1913 version. This is a single-sided issue designed for insertion into a guidebook and has consequent trimming of the blue edges. In excellent condition with no signs of use or ageing. [1]£140

371 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated 9 November, 1960 & 1 February, 1961 for stages 8 & 9 of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 607, 655, 513, 517, 613, 615, 617, 639 and 653 out of Hanwell, Finchley and Highgate depôts. In good condition. [2]£16

372 London Transport Central Road Services Sports Association CORONATION MEDAL issued to commemorate the Coronation of HM the Queen in June 1953. A high-quality item in 'gold'-plated metal with an enamelled medallion with the Queen's head and 'jewelled' crown on one side and the Sports Association badge on the other. In excellent condition. Not seen at auction before. [1]Res

373 London Transport POSTER NOTICE for the new Routemaster, dated January 1956 and inviting comments from passengers on RM1. It would have been intended for posting on the bus during its first period of service on route 2 between Golders Green and Crystal Palace from February until August 1956. Poster has been folded but is otherwise good. [1]£80

374 London Transport Conductor's leather MONEY-SATCHEL with shoulder-strap and blind-key (light surface corrosion), PSV driver's BADGE LL area, LT Inspector's TIMETABLE for April 1978 (dog-eared), 1948 issue of Ian Allan ABC Trams and Trolleybuses (worn & damaged) and 2 used copies of the 1976 Ian Allan ABC of London Buses. [7]£42

375 London HORSE-TRAM PUNCH TICKETS from London Street Trams Company (3 x 1d all different services), London Tram Co (2 x 1d, different services) and 1/2d London Tramways Co. 2 x LST are good, 1 has severed lower corner, 1 x LTC has loss at the foot, the other is good, LTmyC is worn with corner loss. [6]Res

376 London Transport Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 4 October 1933 for routes W, X (25 October) and Y (two versions). All good. See also Lots 42, 107, 166, 230, 308. [4]£30

377 British Railways (Southern Region) 1950s/60s flanged ENAMEL SIGN from Waterloo Station ''Waterloo & City Line and UndergrounD'', the Underground wording being in LT's typeface on a blue background. Some well-executed repairs to chips, mainly on the flange but otherwise very good condition. [1]£280

378 London General Omnibus Company double-sided LEAFLET of Special Country Motor-Bus Routes dated June 1, 1913 issued at Electric Railway House, Broadway with times and fares for some 30 routes which ran into the countryside. A very early example of publicity designed to encourage leisure travel. Some light creasing but generally very good. (See Lots 46 & 440 for others in this series) [1]£25

379 London independent bus operators PUNCH TICKETS, both named and numbered stages, for Enterprise Bus Co, Albert Ewer, Gray's Ltd, The ''Havelock'', The National Steam Car Co, Loudwater Estates, New Times Omnibus Co, Ongar & District Motor Services (2), Overground Ltd. Generally good condition. [10]£16

380 LCC Tramways FARECHART dated June 1933 for service 13 from Aldersgate to Highgate Archway. The last LCC issue prior to the LPTB takeover. A few edge-nicks, some staining in places, horizontal fold creases but good overall. [1]£90

381 London Transport panel POSTER ''BYELAWS - TROLLEYBUSES'' being the 1947 laws revised in March 1959 and printed onto a 1953-issue classic LT poster with the red & white bullseye edging. Contents advised intending passengers of all the things they must not do on the bus. Size A4 x 3 vertical, folded to A4 with the usual official punch-holes at the top for fixing. Light wear but generally in very good condition. [1]£16

382 London Transport Routemaster BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RCL2258. This Green Line coach Routemaster entered service at Hertford garage in 1965 and was sold back to London Transport in 1977, becoming a red bus in 1980. Withdrawn and scrapped in 1983, this plate was obtained from a Yorkshire scrapyard that year. In ex-vehicle condition. [1]Res

383 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 96 to Dartford. Possibly located at either Woolwich or Bexleyheath, this appears to be an original 1959 plate for this trolleybus-replacement route and carries some weathering from a long time in the open but nonetheless very reasonable. (See also Lot 348) [1]£260

384 London Transport Country Buses (and one LGOC) Sports Association hallmarked silver WINNERS' MEDALS awarded during the 1930/40s. Two separate types, one featuring elaborate depictions of the sport concerned. Each has the event, winner's name and year engraved on the reverse. [7]£45

385 London Transport Central Buses, Operating Department TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENTS BOOKLET issued to officials for the Royal Silver Jubilee, Bank Holiday  Monday, May 6th, 1935. 23pp booklet with details of route curtailments during Royal Procession and Illuminations, special fares, control arrangements, location of breakdown lorries etc. With fold-out maps of turning points and control points. In well-used condition with worn covers. [1]£20

386 c1920 London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for Reigate by Route No. 59B. Fold-out leaflet no. 4 from the second series of publicity leaflets encouraging post-WW1 leisure use of the buses. A tiny hole on the cover, otherwise good. [1]£16

387 ''ROUND AND ABOUT LONDON BY TRAM - NORTH OF THE THAMES''. 318pp illustrated GUIDEBOOK (3rd ed) issued under authority of the London County Council (Tramways Dept) containing May 1931 LCC Trams Map & Timetable. Covers stained & worn with some parting at spine. [1]£65

388 London horse-bus PUNCH TICKETS, all named stages in ladder style and titled 'Omnibus Ticket' with values 1d, 1 1/2d, 2d and 2 1/2d. Good condition. [10]£20

389 London Transport TIMETABLE of Buses, Coaches & Main Line Rlys for North East Area for Dec 1935 complete with fold-out maps of Railways, Country Bus and Green Line services. In lightly-used condition with some wear to covers. [1]£60

390 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 123, Eastern National 151 & 251- Queue other side for 230''. This would have been on a bus stop situated in Tottenham Hale. This is the first q-plate we have ever seen with the name of another operator - Eastern National in this case - included. The 151/251 were the famous EN services from Southend to Wood Green. Two small edge-chips but generally in very good condition. [1]£130

391 Pair of London Transport Country Bus & Coach GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for DARTFORD (DT) garage as used 1930s-1960s. Dartford garage was opened by Maidstone & District in 1927, taken over by LT in 1933 and replaced by new premises in 1986. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£25

392 London Transport bus BRASS CHASSIS/BODY TAGS from AEC Regent STL types. Body types up to STL18 noted. Vendor advises these were obtained from Daniels, Rainham scrapyard in 1949/50. In ex-vehicle condition. [16]£75

393 Illustrated fold-out BROCHURE ''Advertising Spaces on Tramcars'' issued by the LUT, MET & SMET (Underground Group) companies. Dated 1928, it shows the various advertising spaces on a double-deck tram with sizes, prices etc. It was sent out in December 1931 to a lady in Sutton whose children were considering advertising their transport club on a Croydon - Sutton tram and the Advertising Officer has made suggestions on his business cards and in the brochure. Includes a draft contract sent out in March 1932. Small hole on one page of brochure, some ageing marks, corroded pin but otherwise good condition. [2]£70

394 London Underground 1919 MAP OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON - WHAT TO SEE AND HOW TO SEE IT. Edition dated 18-6-19. Some folds are fragile and small stains on back cover but quite reasonable. [1]£100

395 LCC Tramways pocket-sized ''MAP & GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES'' dated July 1914. Illustrated somewhat optimistically with Hyde Park Corner which was never reached by trams! In exceptionally good condition for this series with no material faults. [1]£270

396 Selection of London General, LT Central & Country Bus and Green Line Coach MAPS from the 1920s-1950s. Condition variable but generally good. [12]£28

397 London Transport OFFICIAL'S PLATE issued to senior bus officials to use as identification when on duty out of uniform. The design was largely unchanged from the plate introduced by the LGOC in the early 1920s. There were a number of versions over the years and this is the c1962 issue which is unusual in that the infills of the circles are also enamelled, unlike all other issues. This version is un-common and the low number suggests a replacement for one of the original 1934 issue. Minor surface scratches, otherwise good. [1]£260

398 London United Tramways 1911 MAP OF SYSTEM AND PLACES OF INTEREST ''in connection with the Underground system of London''. The only known LUT public issue. Considerable foxing to cover and some on the map side too. A rarely-seen map. [1]£110



399 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line route 721 to Romford, Brentwood. Very likely to have been located in Ilford. 721 e-plates are uncommon at auction. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£130

400 London Transport GS bus radiator FILLER COVER with GUY INDIAN HEAD MASCOT and enamelled LT BULLSEYE PLATE. Full provenance on label inside, believed to be correct, ie ex-vehicle GS14 after flood damage at Leatherhead bus garage in 1968. Unit has been repainted in correct colours and is in excellent condition. Very small chip to edge of enamel plate has been touched in. [1]Res

401 London General Omnibus Company fold-out card TIMETABLE dated April 13th, 1930 for routes 79, 115 & 620 from Kingston Omnibus Station (LGOC) to Woking and Guildford. Light use but good. [1]£20

402 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated 26 April, 19 July and 8 November, 1961 for stages 10, 11 & 12 of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 609, 627, 629, 649, 649A, 659, 679, 543, 643, 647, 521, 621, 609 and 641 out of Edmonton, Highgate, Stamford Hill, Finchley & Wood Green depôts. In good condition. [3]£16

403 Metropolitan Electric Tramways, London United Tramways & South Metropolitan Electric Tramways and Lighting Co TRAFFIC CIRCULAR No 40 in operation from 1st December 1922. An early issue from the Underground Group tramways in good condition. [1]£18

404 London & North Eastern Railway 1923 POCKET MAP showing connections from King's Cross, Liverpool St & Marylebone to all parts of London by means of the electric railways (ie the Underground). Effectively an Underground map, this was designed by C R Swift of York for the LNER and is illustrated with numerous pictures of London locations served by the Underground. In used condition with some cover stains and small edge-losses at the top. [1]£80

405 London Transport ENAMEL SIGN ''Zoo Buses - Starting point'' with LT's arrow through a circle. Thought to date from the 1950s and to have been located at Camden Town Underground station, directing people to the terminus of bus route 74. In excellent condition with a good-quality wooden frame which may not be original. [1]£190

406 Green Line Coaches Ltd COACH SERVICE GUIDE. Fold-out card leaflet dated 29.6.31 (third issue of three) with small inset location map of Poland Street Coach Station. Lightly used condition. [1]£38

407 1897 District Railway POCKET REFERENCE MAP OF LONDON AND ENVIRONS. Price 1/2d. Opens out to The District Railway Miniature Map of London & Environs - 5th edition. Illustration of steam Underground train on cover. The pocket versions of these District Rlwy Underground maps are rarely seen. In very reasonable, used condition with some small fold-tears and darkening of the covers. [1]£170

408 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from Leyland 7RT RTL1332. The original bus with this number entered service at Hackney garage in 1952 and the last RTL1332 finished as a staff bus at Harrow Weald in 1969. The bonnet plate was obtained at a Yorkshire scrapyard in that year. Ex-vehicle condition.[1]Res

409 District Railway card TICKETS from the 1880s-early 1900s comprising 1st, 2nd & 3rd-class (incl Parly) single tickets, values 1d to 6d. All different, mainly good condition. [28]£40

410 London Transport WW2 fold-out LEAFLET ''Times of Last Buses on and after Nov. 20, 1940 working out of Seven Kings Garage, Sutton Garage''. It was very unusual to publicise bus services during WW2 but this appears to be a public document, possibly due to the presence of important war-time employment along the routes. Not seen at auction before. In used condition with some stains. [1]£18

411 London Transport BULLSEYE PLATE originally fitted to the radiator grille of one of the provincial Bristol buses diverted to London upon completion in 1949/50 in order to help reduce London's post-WW2 bus shortage. The plate is made of painted aluminium and is in good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]£90

412 London Transport TIMETABLE of Country Area Buses (North-West Area) in operation on and from Wednesday, July 5th, 1939. 120pp booklet ''For the information of London Transport Officials''. In good, unmarked condition other than some tears to pp 3-5 and two small punch-holes near the spine, presumably for filing. [1]£80

413 Original 1936 London Transport double-royal poster ''Country Walks'' by Austin Cooper (1890-1964) who was a leading designer for the Underground Group and London Transport from 1922-1944. Linen-backed with a stain across the top right and other small blemishes but very reasonable overall. [1]£100

414 London County Council Tramways RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR TRAFFIC INSPECTORS AND REGULATORS, in operation as from 1st July 1920. 43pp handbook in good, lightly-used condition. Trace of owner's signature on front cover. [1]£40

415 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 335 to Watford. Possible locations for this destinated plate are Windsor Bus Station or Rickmansworth. In good, ex-stop condition with slight surface abrasion. [1]£80

416 London Transport Country Area Bus Driver's or Conductor's CAP & BADGE. This is a 1960s summer-issue cap with the white plastic top and green piping. In used but good condition, a little dusty. Size 7 1/8. [1]£30

417 Green Line Coaches Ltd enamel LAPEL BADGE issued to coach crews from 1930 onwards, effectively a miniature version of the coaches' radiator badges at the time. Some light surface scratches but very reasonable condition. [1]£40

418 1938 London Transport fold-out LEAFLET ''Try it next time'' offering 'safety-first' hints to passengers on buses and Green Line coaches. In full colour and very good condition. [1]£18

419 Metropolitan Railway MAP OF LONDON ''Metropolitan Railway and Connections'', the MET's version of the Underground map. Dating from c1926/27, this issue is print ref: M.805/100M (G.805/100.M on the map-side) with pale blue cover. Lightly used, covers a little darkened but in good condition.£90

420 London General Omnibus Company Ltd fold-out LEAFLET of Motor and Horse Routes dated February 1911, the last issue from the monthly series which ran from June 1910 onwards. Cover has illustration of early motor-bus and contents include details of motor services 1-33 and horse services 32-92. Somewhat fragile with some fold-partings and an annotation at the foot of one panel but nonetheless a scarce survivor. [1]£260

421 London Underground c1913/14 MAP OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON - What to see and how to see it. No date or print-code. Folds into 12 bits with 8 pictorial reviews on reverse. Lightly used with some small scuffs but overall good for this series which was printed on poor-quality paper. [1]£90

422 Pair of London Transport Central Area GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for PALMERS GREEN (AD) garage as used 1930s-1960. Palmers Green garage was opened by the LGOC in 1912 and remains in active use today. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£80

423 London Transport Road Transport Department, Central Buses TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENTS BOOKLET issued to officials for the Coronation of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth on Wednesday, 12th May, 1937. 443pp booklet with details of route curtailments/diversions during the Coronation Celebartions and Illuminations, special fares, control arrangements, location of breakdown lorries etc. With fold-out maps and diagrams of terminal workings. In lightly-used condition with corroded staples. [1]£22

424 South Metropolitan Electric Tramways TIMETABLE PANEL POSTER dated October, 1924 ufn for services 6 & 7 from West Croydon with Underground Group ''Tramways'' logo at top. Light wear to edges, folded once but overall in very good condition. [1]£30

425 LCC Tramways fold-out LEAFLET dated April 1927 ''Board the First Car'' with details of midday fares, first & last cars etc. In very good condition. [1]£32

426 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 90B, 98, 140 - Queue other side for 204, 274''. This would have been on a bus stop in Hayes. In excellent condition. [1]£75

427 Underground Group folded LEAFLET ''Easter Excursions by Train, Omnibus, Tram to London's Country'' dated March 1923 and illustrated with various flora and fauna by G Barraclough, a lady who designed a number of Underground Group publications and posters around that time. Leaflet is used with a horizontal crease, small stain at a corner on the rear and some edge-wear but is generally good. [1]£24

428 London Transport Tramways LCC-style FARECHART dated January 1934 for service 11 between Moorgate and Highgate Village. Although issued under LPTB, this is entirely in LCC style other than the inclusion of the LT 'Tramways' logo at the top. Horizontal creases from when once folded, a few minor stains but generally very good. [1]£90

429 1919 (4-12-19) London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for Chigwell Row. Fold-out leaflet from the first series, a post-WW1 publicity exercise to encourage use of the buses for leisure. Some age-spots & darkening but generally good. [1]£18

430 London General Country Services Inspector's CAP BADGE of the laurel leaf style, based on the LGOC parent company's design but with the 'General Country Services' in red enamel on a grey background, matching the fleetname of the buses. The company was formed in 1932 to take over the General's country services but was absorbed by London Transport in 1933, resulting in a very short-lived use of these badges. Lightly worn but good condition. A very scarce item, noted just twice at auction in recent years. Our estimate is based on those previously realised prices. [1]£1,000

431 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line route 716 to London, Chertsey. Use of the word 'London' on e-plates is rare and suggests that this was located well to the north of London, say at Hitchin, Stevenage or Welwyn. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£150

432 Quantity of London Transport ROVER TICKETS issued 1957 to 1975 comprising Red Rovers, Road/Rail Rovers, Twin Rovers, Bus-About, Central Rail Rovers and Weekender versions. Huge variety of dates and issuing locations. Good condition. [140+]£20

433 c1920 London General Omnibus Company MOTOR-BUS GUIDE for Hainault Forest by routes no. 10, 25B & 101A. Fold-out leaflet no. 3 from the second series, a post-WW1 publicity exercise to encourage use of the buses for leisure. In very good condition. [1]£20

434 WW2 Metropolitan and Great Central Joint Line TIMETABLE dated October 6 1941 (No 3 1941)with LNER and LT logos on the cover. In good unmarked condition, some creasing to covers. [1]£20

435 London Underground Railways POCKET MAP c1911. This small folder was the first Underground map to be printed on linen card. The cover has the vertical UndergrounD sign and there are times of first and last trains on the reverse. The cover/reverse is worn and faded but the map side is very reasonable. [1]£240

436 London Transport 1950s/60s flanged ENAMEL SIGN ''London Transport Private Car Park - Please park between the lines''. Vendor advises that this was located at the staff car-park  at Dunton Green Country Bus garage, near Sevenoaks. A few chips and blemishes, mainly at the edges, and traces of where a sticker was applied over ''London Transport'' during the London Country era from 1970 but in very reasonable condition. [1]£65

437 London Transport ''Tramways'' Tram to Trolleybus fold-out LEAFLET dated 1935 for the conversion of tram routes 40, 98 and 96 to trolleybus routes 698 and 696. In excellent condition.£22

438 London's Underground 1924 fold-out BROCHURE ''What to do in London - A Round of Excursions''. Folds out to 15 panels with details of Country, riverside, seaside trips and tours by District Railway, Bakerloo Railway, motor-coach, motor-bus and tram. Includes details of British Empire Exhibition. Lightly used but good condition. [1]£18

439 London General Omnibus Co/London Transport BELL PUNCH TICKET MACHINE & CANCELLER. Comes with the full-size backplate & strap, canceller marked 'LPTB' and used for cancelling return tickets, original box, marked NX route 70, ticket-rack with six un-started packed of punch tickets headed London Transport Buses plus a 'General' coin bag dated 1929. [A set of 6 pieces]£150

440 Pair of double-sided LEAFLETS issued by the London General Omnibus Company, Electric Railway House, Broadway, Westminster, S.W. In February and March 1913 respectively - ''Motor-Bus Services to Public Museums and Picture Galleries'' and Motor-Bus Services to Hospitals'' with details of routes. Leaflets have folds and creases but are unmarked and generally good. (See Lots 46 & 378 for others in this series) [2]£18

441 London Transport Underground stock number ENAMEL PLATE from 1935/36 Experimental Tube Stock car no 10005. This type was the prototype for the famous 1938 Stock. This bullseye plate would have been situated at the end of the car over the inter-connecting door. Some damage incurred when removing from scrap car wth chips around screw-holes and elsewhere. A scarce survivor.£75

442 London's Underground 1932 fold-out LEAFLET ''Road Rail Seasons - One Ticket for Tram-Bus-Train''. Includes a map of Underground, Bus and Tram routes on which Road-Rail tickets are available. Excellent condition, near mint. [1]£20

443 London independent bus operators PUNCH TICKETS, both named and numbered stages, for A T Bennett & Co, ''C.C.'' Omnibus, Chocolate Express Omnibus, City Motor Omnibus (1d, 2d, 4d, & Exchange), Claremont Omnibus Services, Dangerfield Overground Service (2d and 5d values). Generally good condition. [10]£20

444 LCC Tramways fold-out BROCHURE ''Holidays in London - Places of Interest served by Tramway''. Undated but c1928. Promotes cheap fares for leisure travel and folds out to 8 panels with copies of contemporary LCC posters plus a small system map. In used but reasonable condition, some foxing. [1]£16

445 1924/5 large-scale MAP produced for Frank Pick, then Asst MD of the Underground Group, showing the East Surrey Traction Co, London Country Area. Canvas-backed map, based on the 1914 OS, on which the colour-coded boundaries of the LGOC's London and Country areas, London Traffic Area, East Surrey's southern limit and Southdown's northern limit have been drawn. Also shown are East Surrey's own routes (S-series) and those worked on behalf of the LGOC (400-series) as well as East Surrey's garages and stabling points. An amazing survivor probably used by the great man for his planning. Map folds into board covers with 'F Pick' on front and is in very good condition other than part of the leathercloth on the rear cover is missing. [1]£200

446 London Underground GUIDE TO THEATRELAND dated November 1928. Card booklet with fold-out UNDERGROUND MAP of Central London. Light wear to cover, map is used with short fold-tear. [1]£60

447 Underground Group ''LONDON TRAFFIC NOTES & NEWS'' dated September 1915 ''Tramway Trips and Outings by London United and Metropolitan Electric Cars. Fold-out LEAFLET with four double-sided panels of information about trips by tram, how to assist the conductor etc. In used condition with some stains to cover and short fold tears plus an annotation on the front. [1]£58

448 London Transport bus stop route number E-PLATE for route 206 to Walthamstow, Chigwell. Introduced in 1981 (and withdrawn in 1989), this was one of the last new routes for which e-plates were produced. This plate would have been located at Walthamstow Central. In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£50

449 London Transport Underground PLATFORM TICKETS with 2d values issued in the early-mid 1960s from a variety of stations. All different and in good condition. [16]£18

450 Original 1939 London Transport POSTER by John Stewart Anderson promoting the Royal Tournament at Olympia by bus, coach and Underground. Size 12 1/2'' x 10 1/2'' (32cm x 26cm) as pasted to glass vestibules in Underground carriages. Anderson designed posters in the 1930s for LT, LCC Tramways and Shell. A couple of light creases but overall an excellent example. Unmounted. [1]Res

451 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from green AEC Regent RT1296 which entered service as a red 'Saunders roofbox' RT at Leyton garage in 1950, the last bus to carry this number being a green, Country RT which ended its working days at Stevenage garage in 1970. The bonnet plate was removed after disposal and the bus was later dismantled for spares in France. Good, ex-vehicle condition.[1]Res

452 The ''District Railway'' MAP of London, 7th edition, thought to be the final edition of a series which began in 1879. Dated 1907 but shows Franco-British Exhibition, so likely to be a 1908 printing. Large-scale, linen-backed, full-colour map inside hard covers. Opens out to 30 panels and shows Bakerloo, Piccadilly and Hampstead railways, connecting omnibuses and LUT trams. Some wear to covers but map is very good. A good example. [1]£95

453 LCC Tramways MAP AND GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES dated October, 1915. One of the spasmodic issues from the height of WW1. In very good condition with no material defects. [1]£230

454 London Transport (Country Buses and Coaches) BOOKLET Allocation of Scheduled Buses and Coaches No 40, commencing 16th October 1957. Route & Garage allocations. Worn covers and inspector's name on front and the usual official amendments inside. [1]£25

455 Underground Group Tramways ENAMEL TRAM STOP from the 1920s ''Tramways - All Trams stop here''. Double-sided sign with the classic domed design, in a blue-painted frame. Both sides have a number of well-executed chip repairs and one side is quite weathered. One fixing bracket is present, some damage to frame where the other was removed. [1]£360



456 London Transport ''Fireman'' BADGE issued from the late 1940s onwards to the members of the LT Buses fire brigades until disbandment in the late 1960s. Badge is nickel with enamel inlays and is in excellent condition. [1]£100

457 Original London Transport double-royal POSTER ''Sun and a Surrey Aspect'' by John E Kashdan (1917-2001) who designed just this one poster for LT in 1962. The poster promotes Green Rover tickets for unlimited travel on London's country buses. Linen-backed and in good condition other than pin-holes at the top and bottom edges. [1]Res

458 East Surrey Traction Co Ltd & Autocar Services Ltd fold-out TIMETABLE dated 19 July 1930 of Express Coach Services from London (Oxford Circus). In used condition with some creases and small stains. [1]£16

459 London Transport bus BRASS CHASSIS/BODY TAGS from types Gilford GF, 5Q5, pre-war Leyland STD, CR and 'utility' Daimler and Guy. In ex-vehicle condition. [6]£38

460 London Transport UNDERGROUND GUIDE- first edition from May 1936. 240pp all-lines timetable booklet complete with fold-out Beck map. Good, unmarked condition but staples have corroded. [1]£40

461 London Transport (Country Omnibuses) bound volume 1 of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS 1 to 52, 1st January to 31st December 1934. The very first volume, bound with an index. A very special set as the individual circulars were mostly  issued to ''A H Hawkins Esq'' who was the Country Area's first General Manager, having founded East Surrey Traction Co Ltd, and whose name is also at the foot of each circular. Vendor obtained this volume from Reigate Country Buses HQ. Worn covers but contents are good. [1]£100

462 ''UndergrounD'' DESK CALENDAR for 1927. High-quality, tear-off pad with a card page for each working week, each headed with a picture from the Underground or the buses or a London scene. The top of the pad is bound with leathercloth with 'UndergrounD'' in gold leaf. Item comes in its original box (worn), is completely unused and almost as new other than a small damp-stain on a rear corner which has permeated a little. [1]£45

463 LCC Tramways GUIDE ''Direct Services of Pullman Trams between North and South London via Kingsway''. A high-quality 32pp illustrated brochure produced in 1931 to mark the re-opening of the Kingsway Subway through which double-deck trams could now operate.  Features a stunning cover design by A Murray showing Kingsway with the tram station entrances and a tram leaving the tunnel, this was also a full-size contemporary poster. Note that this is an original 1931 edition, not the recent facsimile. In excellent condition, the covers have edge-nicks where they overlap the inside pages and the staples have lightly corroded. [1]£24

464 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 121 to Little Park Gardens. This must have been a local short-working of this route from Enfield to Chingford. In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£50

465 Thames Valley Traction Company  enamel BUS STOP with additional ENAMEL PLATE for London Transport Green Line route 701 'Alighting Point Only'. From the western end of the Green Line route, Virginia Water towards Ascot, which was Thames Valley territory and where LT, no doubt to its chagrin, had to use TV bus stops. Double-sided bus stop flag wth double-sided plate bolted on, a few small chips to the flag but the whole ensemble essentially very good. [1]£70

466 1907 Great Northern, Piccadilly and Brompton Railway pocket MAP. This is the standard contemporary Underground Electric Railways of London map (green edges, text on both sides) but branded for the GNP&BR on the reverse with a picture of a 'gate stock' tube car on the front. In used but very reasonable, unmarked condition. [1]£180

467 London General Omnibus Company BROCHURE ''Country Excursions and Pleasure Outings'' dated February 1930 with a splendid cover illustration by Charles Shepard ('Shep') of a private-hire coach crossing a village bridge. 24pp booklet illustrated with photos of buses, coaches and tour destinations. In used condition with stains to the covers and corroded staples. Enquiry postcard inside is present but detached. [1]£55

468 London Transport RADIATOR BADGE fitted to one of the WW2 'utility' G-class Guy buses. LT always fitted its buses with its own radiator badges but, during the War, it would have been considered an extravagance to manufacture the usual enamel badges, so makeshift, hand-painted plates were made in-house. Ex-vehicle condition with faded paint and splashes of red at the edges. First example ever seen at auction. [1]£75

469 Pair of London Transport Country Bus & Coach GARAGE ALLOCATION PLATES for GRAYS (GY) garage as used 1930s-1960s. Grays garage was opened by LT in 1935 and finally closed in 1993. In good, ex-use condition. [2]Res

470 London Transport Tramways FARECHART for ex-Walthamstow Corporation services 2 (Leyton to Chingford Mount), 3 (Ferry Lane to Woodford) and 5 (Lea Bridge Road to Higham Hill) dated January 1934. This is a larger-size chart, believed to have been made to fit the former Walthamstow cars and appears to be still in the style of the former operator. A little edge-loss at the top r/h corner, some light staining and creases where once folded but overall very reasonable. [1]Res

471 London Underground c1920 LEAFLETS ''Rambles in Old Middlesex'' nos 1,2,3 & 4. Believed to be the complete set of this series, issued as part of the post-WW1 publicity campaign to encourage leisure travel by bus and Underground. No. 3 is worn, the others are in very good condition. [4]£50

472 London Transport Trams & Trolleybuses District Inspector's hallmarked, 'gold'-plated silver CAP BADGE of the first type issued from 1933. Hallmarked for 1934 with serial number (1657) on the reverse. In very good, lightly-worn condition. [1]Res

473 London General NS-type bus brass CHASSIS PLATE marked chassis no 22399 which belonged to NS250, thought to have been the last NS with London Transport. It entered service at Palmers Green garage in 1923, was converted to mobile staff canteen no 4 in 1937 (later also numbered 30H) and saw canteen service at the Aldenham site, Aldgate Minories during WW2 and finally at Hatfield garage. It was sold for scrap in early 1954 and this plate was acquired at the scrapyard. These elaborate plates were situated on the bulkhead under the canopy on early London buses such as the B, K, S and NS types. In excellent condition still with traces of red and Chiswick green paint. [1]£500

474 London General Omnibus Company APPOINTMENTS DIARY AND CALENDAR FOR 1932. Large hard-cover diary with photographs of ''memorable London happenings and personalities''. In excellent, unused condition with bookmark ribbon and all pages present and unmarked. [1]£20

475 London Transport 1950s/60s enamel BUS & COACH STOP SHELTER PLATE '' LEMSFORD CORNER'' from the ''Keston'' shelter used by LT Country Buses & Green Line Coaches at this location in Welwyn Garden City. Sign is 18'' (42cm) square, one-sided with a flange and fixing lugs. In good condition with an excellent shine. A few small chips and a scratch on the face have been touched in as have parts of the flange. [1]Res

476 London Transport TIMETABLE of Country Area Buses (South-East Area) in operation on and from Wednesday, July 5th, 1939. 64pp booklet ''For the information of London Transport Officials''. In used but reasonable condition with ball-point line on cover. [1]£80

477 1915 (19.4.15) London General Omnibus Co Ltd publicity LEAFLET which folds out to 8 double-sided panels with miniature colour reproductions of contemporary travel posters exhorting travel by motor-bus to leisure destinations such as Windsor, St Albans, Epping Forest etc with travel details, fares etc. Very high quality for period. Small stain on cover otherwise good. [1]£55

478 London Transport ''Buses for Trolleybuses'' BOOKLETS dated 3 January and 9 May, 1962 for stages 13 & 14 (final stage) of the trolleybus conversion scheme involving routes 645, 660, 662, 666, 601-605, 657 and 667 out of Colindale, Finchley, Stonebridge, Fulwell & Isleworth depôts. In good condition. [2]£16

479 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for Green Line service 716A to Kingston, Hampton Court, Woking. A traditional cream-on-green Green Line plate which was perhaps located at Hammersmith or Richmond. In excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]£130

480 ''Seven Battalions - The Story of London Transport's Home Guard''. 128pp soft-cover, well-illustrated BOOK produced by London Transport in 1947 to commemorate the achievements of the LPTB Home Guard London Battalions. A much sought-after publication which is rarely seen at auction. Some wear to covers, which are loose, but a very reasonable copy. See also Lot 275. [1]£100

481 ''TRAMWAYS'' ENAMEL SIGN with 4-flighted arrow. From the Underground Group tram companies - LUT, MET & SMET. Thought to date from the mid to late-1920s, this is a double-sided, enamel on steel, sign which would have been used somewhere on the tramway system to direct passengers to the tram terminus or stop. Some edge chips and light scratches but overall in very good condition with a good shine. [1]£480

482 London General Omnibus Company fold-out card TIMETABLE dated January 7th, 1925 for routes 71 & 84 from Finsbury Park/Golders Green to St Albans. In very good condition. [1]£150

483 East Surrey Traction Co Ltd ''OFFICIAL TIMETABLE AND MAP OF THE MOTOR-BUS SERVICES - Summer edition, 1925 (first issue) 20/5/25''. In good unmarked condition. Corners of pages 97-100 detached but present. [1]£160

484 London Transport green Routemaster radiator triangle, c/w grille surround piece, as originally fitted in 1965/66 to RCL coaches and green RML buses. Marked ''RCL2227 RE'' on reverse and vendor confirms acquisition from former Romford Garage staff member who obtained item when this Green Line Routemaster coach passed from LT to LCBS in January 1970. Badge in excellent condition, some light scratches to grille piece. [1]£125

485 London Underground 1907 MAP ''THE HAMPSTEAD TUBE NOW OPEN'' produced for the opening of the CCE&HR in June that year and also entitled ''The Last Link''. It shows the new tube heavily superimposed on a map of the other group railways, with an unusual black background. Reverse has though fares with the Piccadilly Tube, journey times etc. Slight fraying at the bottom edge, a crease at the right-hand edge but generally very good. [1]£750

486 London Transport enamel bus stop Q-PLATE ''Queue this side for 480, 701, 725 - Queue other side for 486''. This would have been on a bus stop in Dartford, possibly in Market Street. Country area q-plates are much less common than central versions, especially with Green Line routes included. In very good condition. [1]£220

487 London Transport fleetnumber BONNET PLATE from AEC Regent STL264 which entered service at Tottenham garage in 1933, was repainted green for Green Line service in Dunton Green in 1941 and finally withdrawn there in 1950. The bonnet plate was obtained at Daniels scrapyard, Rainham that year. Ex-vehicle condition. (See also Lots 30, 131, 172 and 248 for other STL items) [1]£200

488 Pair of London Transport Trolleybus DEPOT ALLOCATION PLATES for WALTHAMSTOW (WW) depôt  as used 1950-60. Walthamstow depôt was opened by Walthamstow Council tramways in 1905, converted to trolleybuses in 1936/7, to diesel buses in 1960 and finally closed in 1988 with the collapse of London Forest. In good, ex-use condition. [2]£50

489 Selection of Underground MAPS & LEAFLETS 1930s-1980s incl 1937 Coronation, 1951 Festival of Britain, Victoria Line opening etc. Variable condition. [quantity]£22

490 London Bus and Tram Conductor's enamel BADGE issued from 1914 onwards to assistant conductors aged 16-21, initially at the request of LCC Tramways in order to reduce platform accidents. Badge is numbered 2852 and bears the imperial crown and the word 'conductor'. Some loss of shine and edge chips but overall a good example of a very scarce issue. [1]£340

491 London Transport BODYBUILDER'S PLATE for Cravens Carriage & Wagon Co Ltd, Sheffield as fitted to one of the 120 RT-type AEC Regents with bodies by this firm in 1948-50. The inscription on the reverse suggests it came from RT1406, a green 'Country' version which operated at Watford, High Street garage until 1956 before being sold for further service to the A1 concern in Scotland. Ex-vehicle condition.£160

492 London Transport bus stop route number, enamel E-PLATE for route 68 to South Croydon LT Garage, the southern terminal of the route when it still ran all the way through from Chark Farm. This plate was probably situated at West Croydon Bus Station. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]£140

493 London Transport sterling silver BADGE, an official's plate issued to senior, non-uniformed staff of the Underground for the WW2 Victory celebrations in 1946 and re-issued for the 1953 Coronation of HM Queen Elizabeth II. The ring of the badge is enamelled in yellow with black and blue enamel lettering. This is badge no 7 of what is believed to have only been a small quantity made. Some light surface scratching and abrasion but generally very good condition. [1]£600

494 London General Omnibus Company WW1-era TRAFFIC NOTICE No. 80 in operation from Saturday, August 12th, 1916. A very early and scarce issue of what later became known as the Traffic Circulars. The front page has photos of how to start, and not to, a B-type motor-bus. Printed on the poor-quality, pink paper often used during WW1 and consequently rather fragile with loose pages and a small loss to the back page. [1]£100

495 Metropolitan Electric Tramways Fares and Stages BOOKLET for Wood Green Depôt dated January 1st, 1923 and issued to tram conductors as a guide to fares, stages, workpeople's and children's fares. Printed on card and folds out to 3 panels. In used but very reasonable condition. Not seen at auction before. See Lots 86 and 245 for the equivalent issues for Edmonton and Finchley Depôts. [1]£48

496 London Transport (Trams & Trolleybuses) BOOKLET Allocation of Scheduled Trams & Trolleybuses No 25, commencing November 21st 1945. Route & Depôt allocations. Inspector's name on front, otherwise very good condition. [1]£45

497 Full set of 1907 Underground Electric Railways official POSTCARDS promoting the Bakerloo and Piccadilly tubes and the District Railway. Set comprises Interior of Car (used, worn), The Link of London Lines (2 copies, 1 used, 1 unused), Guide to the Theatres (unused), West End shopping area (unused), Regents Park (used) and South Kensington Station (unused). Reference nos UDG-007-012 in the Alsop listings. [7]£40

498 Metropolitan Stage Carriage PLATE number 6,118 off E/1 class London tram 1397. Larger, early rectangular enamel on steel plate of the type once affixed by law to all London buses, coaches and trams. This plate was last carried by E/1-class part-rehabilitated tram 1397 which was withdrawn in October 1950 and scrapped at Penhall Road the next month. These plates have rarely survived as, in theory, they were to be returned to the Public Carriage Office for re-issue or scrapping. In ex-vehicle condition with edge chips, red paint traces etc. [1]£300

499 Metropolitan District Railway MAP from c1878 (dated from accompanying publications when discovered). Exceptionally early underground railway map featuring the original title of the District Railway. Shows the Inner Circle Completion Line in blue and the proposed DR extension to Fulham terminating on a pier in the Thames. Not seen at auction before and not mentioned in the reference works. Has parted at one panel-fold plus small tear on right, otherwise good. [1]£200

500 London Transport OFFICIAL ROAD AND RAIL TIMETABLE for Bromley, Hayes, Chislehurst, Farnborough and District for April 1937, issue no 3 in the series which ran from 2/37 to no 226 in 5/57. In lightly-used condition with '1937' annotated in ballpoint on the front cover. [1]£70

 


